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In keeping with Instauration's policy of ano
nymity, most communicants will be identified
by the first three digits of their zip code.

D Clinton gave his all to the Jews, hand
ing over to them the reins of his adminis
tration. It was terribly ungrateful for a
Jewess to do him in.

a felony in 14 states. There is tremen
dous pressure now to bump homosexual
ity to the top category. But it won't suc
ceed because ifs contra nature. This is
the basic question about homosexuality,
which semantics can't camouflage.
300

560

D What do you call a minority member
D Dan Lungren, attorney general of Cali
fornia and leading Republican candidate
for governor, opposed the proposition
that killed bilingual education. The Stu
pid Party is getting stupider.
111
D I don't want to seem vulgar, but it oc
curs to me that if one of my dresses were
as, er, spotted as Miss Lewinsky's, I'd
have availed myself of the services of a
competent dry cleaner. I know for a cer
tainty the LAST person I'd have handed
the dress over to for safekeeping would
have been-gulp-MY MOTHER!
190
D There is no question (apparently) that
the German concentration camps had fa
cilities for cremating corpses-German,
Polish, Gypsy, Jewish or anybody else
who died. Therefore some of the ashes in
the Jerusalem museum may well be the
ashes of Nazis. 
785

who commits a hate crime? A hater of
haters?
111

D My German Buddy Horst welcomes
immigration: "We need them now to do
the dirty work. Since we aren't reproduc
ing, we'll need them later to pay for our
retirement." Somehow I doubt that mil
lions of youthful Joses will cheerfully
support elderly Horsts.
802

D Today a black student complained that
I was giving him a headache by trying to
teach him English and the rudiments of
grammar. His tone was so plaintive I
didn't bother to explain what a heart
ache he was giving me.
Suffering teacher
D I think that the Clinton-Lewinsky affair
can best be summed up by the "Dear
Schmuck" salutation in Monica's irrever
ent love letters to the President.
322

D All human societies have always had
just three kinds of behavior-normal, ab
normal/tolerated, abnormal/prohibited.
In the last several generations homosexu
ality has graduated from the last to the
middle category, although sodomy is still
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o I hope France is proud of its victory in
the World Cup. With a team of Negroes
and dusky Muslim tribesmen from North
Africa representing a once white and
Christian land in the heart of Europe, the
real loser was the white race. The rising
tide of color has become a tidal wave
sweeping us away from our ancestral
lands while we listen to the pied pipers
of the Jewish left telling us what mean
spirited racists, banal bigots and intoler
ant xenophobes we are.
983

D In reference to the anti-drug TV plugs
airing in primetime, Clinton said, "These
commercials are designed to slap Ameri
cans upside the head."
442
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D The great conservative governor of
Texas, George Bush Jr., recently had a
woman executed. She had served 15
years for two drug-related murders for
which she should have been paid a $50
bounty. A few days later the governor re

leased 1,785 child molesters on a "tech
nicality." These animals had served an
average of two years each.
786

o It is simply astounding that the typical
American cannot see that the govern
ment, at every level, is waging war on
America. Example: The military has
10,000 train-car loads of low-grade na
palm that it wants to get rid of. Instead
of selling it to a power plant to burn and
make electricity, it was decided to have a
chemical plant in Houston strip it down
into IIsomething that can be safely dis
posed of in the ocean."
336

D I have had a number of dear friends
and relatives who to a greater or lesser
degree for longer or shorter periods were
bisexual or homosexual. From this expe
rience I draw the politically incorrect
conclusion that a person is not one or
the other at birth, immutable regardless
of experience. Therefore I reject Clin
ton's demand that our schools teach kids
that gay is good.
944
D What's the one-word litmus test to
spot a liberal? Use of the word lisimplistic."
910
D Whatever America once was, it is now
a monstrosity. Some of you may think
this is II anti-American," but I love the old
Republic of Jefferson, Madison and Jack
son. The Empire is a different story altoCONTENTS
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gether. It has kept the outward form of
the Republic, but the content has chang
ed completely. The Empire is all about
threatening the Serbs with war for de
fending their historical homeland in 1(0
sovo, while ignoring the colonization of
our own country by aliens from every
comer of the earth.
802

o On

May 27 a 16-year-old Negro de
molished my relatively new Dodge by
ramming into its rear. I estimate my loss
at over $7,000, not including injuries to
my wife and me. I intend to sue in small
claims court, but have little hope of re
covery. In 1979, shortly after my moth
er's death, two young Negroes got into
our family house in Ciocinnati and made
off with about $20,000 of family proper
ty. What a burden they are on this coun
try in general and on me in particular!
741

o

I'm not a big fan of the Republican
Party, but after perusing a local voter's
guide, I have to say one thing in its favor.
The female candidates pictured were all
attractive, albeit mature Nordics. The
Democratic women were frequently mi
norities and generally ugly, dykey or por
cine. We don't need more women like
that in positions of power, waging a per
sonal vendetta against society because of
their shortcomings.
752

o

The most scathing attacks on Chris

tians and their most fundamental beliefs
are ubiquitous in the media-periodicals,
film, TV. Despite Christians being a plu
rality, if not a majority, in the U.S., there
seems to be little concern that they are
the targets of a mean-spirited offensive.
Throughout history homosexuals have al
ways been at best tolerated, at worst
shunned, but now criticizing them is
considered deplorable!
910

o With a name like Lawrence Summers I
had assumed that our Deputy Treasury
Secretary had come from old New Eng
land stock. But according to an article in
the New Yorker, Summers' uncle is econ
omist Paul Samuelson.
105

o

What do the movies Specie, Mimic,
Aliens II and Gattaca have in common?
In the tirst three films scientists, having
successfully cloned genes, create blood

thirsty monsters that prey viciously on
the populace. In Gattaca there are no
real monsters, only the monster of genet
ics itself, which renders viewers wiocing
and biting their nails at the thought that
genes will be the basis for future class
wars. One does not wonder why Jewish
moguls in Hollywood, who tell us daily
that all races are equal, would rather the
Goyim not indulge in genetic research. I
give the films two thumbs down.
812

o As for the Aryan beauty "Jewel" (June
1998), just delete the last two letters of
her name and you're where she's at spiri
tually. Her looks and talent notwith
standing, I'll bet my right arm that she's
been intimate with a few of the Chosen
she fawns over. It is a great career en
haocer. The screening process is akin to
the notorious Hollywood II casting couch."
089

o As a senior citizen,

it is my great re
gret, second only to my profound disap
pointment in the manner in which this
country is developing, that I shall live no
where near long enough to see the Jews
get their just and inevitable comeup
pance for all the cruelty, grief, suffering,
destruction, despoliation, destitution and
d~ath their clever scheming has engen
dered during the 20th century.
008

o The tipple point, be it in the neighbor
hood, city or country, is whenever blacks
reach a certain percentage of the popula
tion. Chaos then results and is contain
able only by white intervention. Think of
Haiti, the Congo and the District of Co
lumbia.
200

o

In the early 19505 Sammy Davis Jr.
married a beautiful blonde Swedish ac
tress, Mae Britt. This sent shock waves of
disapproval throughout the jaded enter
tainment jet set. In that era, even among
that fast-living, amoral crowd, such bla
tant race-mixing was considered too much.
At any rate, Sammy strode into a crowd
ed party with his blushing bride soon af
ter they were wed. As they entered arm
in arm, they were greeted by an embar
rassing silence. John Wayne broke the
ice by going over to the salt In' pepper
miscreants with a beaming smile, giving
them both a congratulatory handshake
and hug. Because this abominable situa
tion was all right with the Duke, the other

degenerates at the party followed suit.
John Wayne, who had a Latin wife for
many years, was often called "The Cellu
loid Conservative." How the Jews must
chuckle knowing the true characters of
the idols and icons the white masses
venerate.
890
,0 What event in this century most af
fected the course of history? Probably
the failure of Britain and Germany to
make peace in 1940.
800

o A gentleman with whom

I am on ex
cellent terms has always been vaguely
pro-Jewish, pro-Zionist, pro-Israel. So I
have been careful not to discuss such
matters with him. Recently, however, he
himself suggested that Jews had gone a
tad too far on the Holocaust. He still be
lieves six million of them (or at least a
great many) were murdered by Ger
mans, but added that Jews have talked
about it so much they have created an
anti-Holocaust reaction. I happen to
agree. Jewish cineasts just can't stop. Fif
ty years of the same gabble becomes ex
cruciatingly boring. During WWII our
soldiers never gave 10 seconds to Jews.
After the war we heard nothing else.
Two generations have been soaked in
the hateful anti-German propaganda.
Can anyone begin to count how much
money has been invested in the Holo
caust business!
587

o

Presidential hopeful, the upchucking
AI Gore, says we should be forced to ac
cept gays. Clinton demands we welcome
immigrants. The ideal? Homo immi
grants!
577

o We've got to keep spreading the mes
sage of "white renewal," especially as
the ugly policy of globalism surrepti
tiously imposed on the white race dur
ing this past half-century now is clearly
evident, so evident that its cracks are
showing.
Australian subscriber

o

The notion of "God" is pretty odd
when thought about in a given way. This
gigantic, invisible being is everywhere at
once, seeing all that goes on and hearing
millions of simultaneous, separate plead
ings and prayers. Is he as big as the uni
verse or is he the universe? Do the uni
verse and he occupy the same space at
the same time?
420
\
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The Significance of Clinton

P

ower-seeking politicians often seem to be infeded
with a sex bug that entices them off the beaten path
of morality into dark and risky bypasses. The smart
pol conceals this affliction by keeping it far from the pub
lic eye. Only one or two of his closest associates will
know about it and they won't tal k until he is safely out of
sight in some fancy cemetery.
The dumb pol, however, cannot contain himself. He
will take chances and have his trysts in his office, in his
limousine, even on occasion conducting his extramarital
exploits in public. He may hold on to his political perch,
but he will pay dearly in the amount of obloquy heaped
upon him by boastfully serious but adually tabloid-type
journals, such as the N.Y. Times.
Clinton may think he is smart because he was twice
elected, but much of the joy of the presidency must elude
him when he reads about himself in scabrous front-page
headlines. Even if he believes that millions of Democrats
don't hold his carnal sins against him, he can't shake off
the contempt his behavior engenders even among his
most blinkered followers. Ego counts for something, even
in the heart of a hardened, insensate pol.
The leader of a country is its thermometer. If he has a
fever, the people will have one. The image he projects af
fects the nation's psycho~ogical makeup. When he phi
landers he is not only betraying his wife and children, he
is also betraying his homeland-and himself. His private
life, or what should be his private life, becomes his public
life.
This country is supposed to be a democracy. So the ul
timate responsibility for Clinton's presidency must be
borne by the people who put him in the Oval Office
those who voted for him and those who failed to vote
against him. In other words, he is us.
Clinton's televised mea culpa was maudlin. No politi
cal leader worth his salt should put himself in a position of
having to beg for forgiveness from anyone, no matter what
his crime, no matter what his mistakes and missteps. The
aura of leadership is very del icate. It can be destroyed by
a whisper. The least a leader can do is to keep his sins pri
vate. Our beef against Clinton is not his philandering, but
his turning over the government and the nation to a clique
(and claque) of minorities. Except for Gore and himself, al
most every top-ranking Clinton appointee is Jewish.
This could never have happened if the President had
not made an unwritten pledge to Jews that in return for
their massive financial help and media spin he would
leave them pretty much in control of the nation and the
nation's destiny. This is his real crime. If he compounded
it by having perverted sex with a Jewess, so be it. That
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mother and daughter Lewinsky carefully saved that dress
for possible future use illustrates rather dramatically the
people he is dealing with.
Perhaps the sickest part of the whole affair is the media
adulation of Hillary, "the woman who stood by her man."
The marriage is only held together by a shared mania for
power and by a sort of mutual blackmail. He has almost
as much on her as she has on him, but few know about it.
If there ever was a mixed-up woman, it is Hillary. Wheth
er she is a Messalina or a 5appho, we don't know, but it is
certai nly one or the other. There still may be a chance of
saving Chelsea from her monstrous parents, but the hour
glass is about full.
What is taking the biggest hit here is democracy or
what passes for democracy. Any form of government that
gives birth to bipeds like the Clintons is diseased at the
root. An intelligent, homogeneous people can manage
with difficulty to adhere to the democratic canon. A mot
ley population of lowest common denominator hybrids
cannot. The Clintons are a living, breathing warning of
what this country has become and where it is goi ng. Let
us be forewarned.

An unrecognized literary masterpiece

Lebensraum!

I

cruciating Via Dolorosa, a gruesome anabasis. Soviet snipers,
n the spirit of these spiritless times, any author of a three
starvation and disease assured the lack of even the most elemen
volume novel upholding such faded virtues <:Is loyalty and
tary human necessities. Still the trekkers, with the sick in horse
honor would be considered "out of it." If the same novelist
drawn wagons, struggled on to reach a coun
wove brief strands of tribute to Hitler in his or
try as dangerous as the one they left.
her pages, he or she would be deemed mad, a
In the last days of Berlin, the city became a
racist, an anti-Semite and a threat to the social
huge fireball. Dodging her way through and
order. Miraculously such a writer and such a
around bombs, artillery shells and machine
work exist. The author's name is Ingrid Rimland
gun fire was Erika, a 13-year-old girl wearing
and her work, Lebensraum!, is suffused with
the uniform of a Hitler maiden, and one of Le
brilliant flashes of literary talent, albeit no "re
bensraum!'s most sympathetic characters. At
spectable" publisher would touch it and no "re
her defining moment, she approached a mound
spectable" critic would review it.
of rubble under which lay the body of her best
Tolstoyan in its sweep, Lebensraum! focuses
friend. She wished her well and gave the H it
on the trials and tribulations of a congregation
ler salute, still convinced that, in the words of
of Christian fundamentalists called Mennonites.
A. H. Clough, 'liTis better to have fought and
One group left Germany and settled in Ukraine
lost than never to have fought at aiL" Immedi
at the behest of Catherine the Great, who want
ately afterwards she suc
ed to capitalize on the
cumbed to days and
Mennonites' agrarian exnights of endless rapes.
pertise. The other group
2eb(uti4ttuUU!
An American Negro
ended up in Kansas in the
latter half of the 19th cen
while on top of Erika
was shot dead by one
tury. In each case the
Mennonites transformed
of the few remaining
Wehrmacht soldiers still
the land into farming uto
pias, coloring the fertile
alive and still in posses
acres with amber waves of
sion of a few bu lIets.
grain. Both communities,
There are as many
though separated by thou(' ,)"" ,~
characters in Rimland's
sands of miles, were
~~'J~ ' ~. y(-'"
~""l\:t
work as there are in War
known for feeding a good
\ ." ~<
r
and Peace and they are
part of the world. Rimland's description of farm life in both
drawn just as faithfully. Mennonites everywhere are united by
Ukraine and Kansas equals the best of the "Breadbasket" school
race and religion, but divided by culture. In general both the
of writing, whether in the New World or in the Old.
American and Ukrainian communities kept up their high moral
But paradises, like certain radioactive elements, have a short
standards. In the political context Americans picked up some
half-life. The Communist takeover of Ukraine after WWI and the
democratic ideology. The Old World Ukrainians remained more
brutal dispossession of the Kulaks, the prosperous Russian farmtolerant of authority.
ers, along with the Mennonites, was sheer horror. Those who reAs for Rimland herself, as a very young girl she lived through
sisted having their property and lands seized by the Reds were
many of the events she describes. Somehow or other she and her
tortured, murdered or sent off to Siberia. The upshot was the
family got out of Germany at war's end and traveled to a small
fearful Ukrainian Holocaust. Rimland, who gives the official JewMennonite colony in Paraguay, then to Canada, then to Kansas
ish Holocaust short shrift, categorizes the Ukrainian one as auto be with her American cousins, finally to California where she
thentic and responsible for millions of deaths.
won an award for an earlier novel, The Wanderers (Bantam
In describing the sufferings of the Mennonites in Ukraine in a
Books, 1978). She now puts out a newsletter and what she calls
manner and style resembling Dante's Inferno, Rimland's prose
Z grams on the Internet.
occasionally rises to poetic heights. What people anywhere on
It's hard to predict the fate of Lebensraum!, a trilogy that deearth, anywhere in history, have been put through such an orflates and defies all current literary themes. The three volumes
deal? Rimland's writing is so powerful that the reader almost sufportray a Fuhrer with a human face and put the blame on Jewry
fers as much as the victims. On the other hand, the Mennonites
for much of what has gone wrong in the world. Altogether it is a
of Kansas, although they went through some bad times in the
literary tour de force. The liberal-minority-Jewish crowd, if they
Great Depression and lost a considerable number of men in two
ever hear of her writings, will assign Rimland and all her works
world wars, practically had a joy ride compared to the fate of
to the Devil.
their Ukrainian cousins.
In the end, if good writing triumphs over bad, if genius con
Rimland's characters live and breathe. The story line is unquers all obstacles, Lebensraum!, glowing with apt metaphors in
cluttered and right to the point. The reader not only learns what
a stultifying age, will become a literary icon.
is going on, but feels what is going on. The trials and tribulations
To order the trilogy (1,552 pages), send $75, plus $5 postage (separ
encountered on the trek of the displaced Germans, including the
ately $25 each, plus $2 postage) to Ingrid Rimland, 6965 EI Camino
Mennonites, through Eastern Europe in WWII amounts to an exReal, La Costa, CA 92009. California residents add 7.15% sales tax,
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Means and Motivations
All philosophy exists as a partisan weapon; and is useful
toward revolutionary ends.
V.I. Lenin
n 1965, student revolutionaries defied the mores and
values of their day. Why, no one seems to know. The
saying went: "revolution for the hell of it." Today, 30
years later, student revolutionaries rebuke the philosophy
of life currently in vogue among the ruling class. Why de
file the ethical standards of contemporary society? Be
cause the false consciousness known as multiculturalism
cynically attempts to divide the indivisible: the mind
body continuum.
The neo-religious stance of modern society, the politi
cal correctness embraced by pseudo-i ntellectuals of every
stripe has become a rigid orthodoxy enforced by all the
socio-economic muscle that the system can muster. In
punishing our speech, the system pushes us underground,
radicalizing us and revolutionizing our thoughts. The es
tablishment has turned dissent into a revolutionary act.
That we have already been labeled revolutionaries entails
that we will one day begin to play the part.
Contemporary life reminds the dissident of that exis
tential tale of a man accused of a crime about which he
knew nothing. Every Aryan living in our post-industrial so
ciety is deemed guilty. Of what we are accused, no one
knows for sure. We have been conditioned to accept the
duty of selfless sacrifice in all walks of life; hoping that our
meek behavior will expiate our consciences. Perhaps, be
lieves the Aryan, if I only commit one more crime against
my own people, if I only degrade myself with one more
depersonalized act of self-immolation, then I will be ac
cepted by those who hate me.
How shall we prevail over the orthodoxy of the estab
lishment? Shall we adopt our own orthodoxy grounded on
political or religious lines? Shall we adopt the hated strate
gy of our oppressors and use it to further our own ends? It
is sad to realize that we, like the dog who licks his abusive
master's hand, all too often adopt our enemies' orthodoxy.
An Aryan orthodoxy is undesirable because the Aryan
spirit sees all orthodoxy as an alien form of psychological
imperialism. For over 1,000 years, Aryan peoples have
struggled in vain to free themselves from the alien yoke of
Christian orthodoxy. An Aryan ethos must be many and
not one, because Aryans are many and not one. A great
number of politico-religious doctrines are more desirable
than a single justification for revolution. By refusing to
center, congeal and cement separate truths into one in
flexible thought, we avoid the pitfalls of contemporary
philosophy; which vainly tries to recreate itself into a

I
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bland attempt at appealing to all people for all reasons.
Consider the relationship of two Majority activists:
one, an Aryan leftist; the second, an Aryan rightist. Both
have specific genetic traits inherited from a common an
cestor. Each, however, has his own specific outlook based
upon the values he has chosen to embrace. One may be a
Christian, the other an Atheist. One believes he fights for
the flag, the Constitution and his god. The other believes
his people to be enslaved by the regressive ideals of capi
talist oligarchy. He sees his fight as a national liberation
movement, a worker's revolution or a peasant uprising.
Contemporary reality calls both men to lay aside their dif
ferences and work, if not in partnership then separately,
toward the same end. Both have the same enemy, who is
equally committed to destroying them both. It is not a
question of ideology but of genetics.
The reason for the action taken, or lack thereof, by the
revolutionary in the cause of a revolutionary goal is less
important than that action in itself. It is the ends we seek,
regardless of the means. Through our activities we are re
deemed. Whether or not there are externalist and objec
tive reasons for action is a matter for philosophers. Our
reasons are internal. They are grounded in motivational
facts pertinent to each individual.
Majority activists who show a tendency to divide
themselves into a small group based upon class, gender,
political, social or economic factors cannot objectively be
called racists. Racism to these individuals is merely a
plank in the platform of their beliefs. The structures which
may seem to afford them the protection of a fortress are,
once constructed, used as prisons. True racists are racists
for racism's sake. The racial revolutionary of the future
will not be a Nazi or Odinist first and a racist second. He
will see himself as a white man first and his first duty will
be to secure the future of his people, all other issues be
damned. He will soundly reject the false consciousness of
orthodoxy except as a subjective and personal motivation
which he keeps to himself. He, along with all other ration
al individuals, would regard the effort to unite all whites
under one flag as typical of an instantiation of the type of
false and Semitic morality which tells only one story about
reality, truth and ethics. Such an effort would be neither
desirable nor necessary.
In a perfect world, free of foreign imperialism and cul
tural colonialism, Aryans would be free to divide them
selves and fight one another as their whims dictate. Realis
tic interpretation of our situation shows this to be
impossible. Modern society affords no such luxury, and
we should not expect it to.
JUSTINIAN

The Virtue of Optimism

W

hile channel-surfing recently, I came across one
of those i nnumerable conference~ on C-Span.
The young man at the lectern, it soon became
clear, was an Arab American. While he spoke a faultless
native English, the camera panning through the audience
revealed as many burnooses as suits, more women in veils
than in dresses.
The speaker was striving manfully to imbue his audi
ence with the hope and belief that the Israeli lobby's strangle
hold on American politics and media might soon be loos
ening. To support this sanguine vision, he proposed that
foreign aid was less popular among Americans than ever
before. The Levantine lecturer stoutly maintained that the
atom bombs exploded recently by I ndia and Pakistan
couldn't help but arouse America's censure of Israel's vast
but covert trove of nuclear weapons. There was even
good news from the Greek and Armenian fronts. Both
groups in America, he argued, were increasingly es
tranged from Israel because of its pro-Turkish stance.
I confess that, at first, qll this made me inclined more
to groan or to snicker at the earnest Arab American than
to rejoice at Israel and its lobby's impending comeup
pance. Whether his glad tidings ever brought his saturnine
audience to wild hosannas, I don't know, for I soon turned
off the set.
Thinking it over, however, I came to see that what the
speaker was trying to do was not to uncork a false hilarity
among his hearers by fostering the delusion that the U.S.
was on the brink of making its own interests, not Israel's,
paramount. Rather, he was attempting to inspire them to
carry on in their activities-propaganda, lobbying, fund
raising and so forth-in the conviction that not only were
their efforts worthwhile, but that there were opportunities
to be exploited, battles to be won, and that they could
prevail if they kept doi ng their best.
More links us members of the American Nation, of
America's embattled Majority, to the Arab-American
speaker and his hearers than the accident of a common
enemy. We, too, even more than the struggling Arab
American lobby, have need of optimism.
Optimism is something that has long been in short sup
ply in the ranks of Majority members. Today it is difficult
to recall that less than a hundred years ago Europeans and
their descendants ruled nearly the entire world. The
watchwords among the white men who dominated poli
tics and ideas then were, more than ever before (and less
than ever since): technology, science, progress, evolution,
human betterment.
The Great War, the rise of Marxism and Communism,
the Great Depression, the catastrophe of WWII, the revolt

and proliferation of the colored races, and other calami
ties helped put paid to that kind of talk. Today the few
thinkers who dared, voice pessimism during the previous
high tide of homo Europaeus---including Schopenhauer
and Nietzsche-would probably pass at nearly any
present-day Majority conclave for crackbrained, Panglos
sian visionaries.
For most of this century pessimism has ruled among
the best, the deepest and the most prescient thinkers of
our race. Titles like The Decline of the West, The Passing
of the Great Race, The Rising Tide of Color and The Dis
possessed Majority are not calculated to set us turning
cartwheels of confidence. And why not? The race that
seemed, just a few decades ago, to be reaching for the
stars, is now in imminent danger of losing the planet-and
most of our fellow members of the Minority couldn't seem
to care less.
Yet it is exactly in this vexed age that optimism is re
quired. For those of us who would inspire ourselves and
the rest of the Majori
ty to work, to strug
gle and to sacrifice,
optimism is real ism.
Laugh (or weep) if
you will, but the
stern fact is that,
whether our ilk is
made from frailer
stuff than our ances
tors or not, very few
of us are cut out for
stoicism. To be sure,
World-class pessimist Schopenhauer
a few noble souls,
such as Spengler or the incomparable Revilo 01 iver, were
able to carryon despite their belief that nearly everything
was lost. Like that Roman soldier who, according to Pliny
the Younger, expired standing guard at his post in Pompeii
as smoke and ash rained down from Vesuvius, such spirits
can soldier on in the face of the worst.
As for the rest of us? We will shirk our duty if we de
spair of victory. We need to be sustained by the convic
tion that persistence, courage, dedication, hard work and
an eye for the main chance can be victorious. For us the
right sort of optimism-one that is active, clear-eyed, and
ready to support the most effective pro-Majority undertak
ings-is much more practical than an impossible stoicism,
far better than a paralyzing pessimism.
Thirty years ago, how many could have conceived of
the conquest of "nature" over "nurture" in so many disci
plines-above all in the workings of the human brain?
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Who would have thought, 20 years ago, that sociobiol
These men and women were aware that, though the
ogy and its offshoots would now be flourishing and ex
future can't be known, it can be molded-by courage, by
pandi ng so triumphantly?
faith, by dedication, by generosity, by perseverence, by
Ten years ago, was it imaginable that the Front Nation
devotion to the task at hand. For them, as for the greatest
al would be France's most dynamic party, or that a man
of our forebears-Robert The Bruce in hiding, George
like Jorg Haider would be chancellor material in Austria?
Washington at Valley Forge, and their like-Dptimism, far
Just a decade ago, who but a few wild-eyed optimists
from a Pollyanna-ish fate in happy endings, was courage
envisioned that Ukraine, Croatia, Slovakia and the Baltic
over the long haul.
states would be independent nations once again?
Today it is not only possible but necessary for us con
What inspired these men, these movements, these na
scious members of the Majority to emulate our racial he
tions was a dedication that is inseparable from opti
roes of old. Upon our disciplined persistence, our gener
mism-not simply among the leaders, but among the
ous support, our creativity, our patience, indeed on all our
many thousands of men and women (among the millions
virtues the opportunity for the future triumph of our kind
of eventual followers) without whose sacrifice and support
likely rests. Ours is the joy and the duty, not merely to
the breakthroughs and the triumphs would not have hap
hope for the best, but to strive to be the best.
pened.
MORIARTY .

On Being a Credit to One's Race

dent-have predicted that midway through the next centu
uring last year's seemingly endless media cover
ry there will be no majority race in America. At that point
age of the 50th anniversary of Jackie Robi nson's
fate ordains that the white man will play the role of racial
rookie season, there was one rather telling com
ambassador, whether he wants to or not. As
ment about the whole affair. It was re
a member of one minority group among many,
called that ina rare moment of candor,
he cannot dominate by sheer numbers, so
Robinson admitted he was sick of being
he may have to dominate by superior moral
the poster boy for the Negro race. He
ity-a dubious premise judging by the in
didn't like the idea that he was in the
creasing decadence of Euro-Americans.
spotlight every waking hour, that he had
to be a paragon as well as a ballplayer.
These thoughts spri ng to mi nd in the
wake of the media's latest cause celebre in
Unfortunately he had no choice. Leftist
Jasper, Texas. The bare bones of the story is
intellectuals, el itists and opi nion mold
ers, who would normally turn up their
that three white ex-cons dragged Negro
noses, hooked or otherwise, at sports,
James Byrd, himself an ex-con and child
clasped Jackie Robinson to their collec
abandoner to boot, behind their pickup
truck until his carcass was pretty well sliced
tive bosoms. The infield fly rule was not
and diced. If the three white men did what
part of their erudition, yet they champi
they are accused of-no matter what their
oned Robinson because he was a visible
symbol of integration. Sure, Harry Tru
reason for doing so-they were incredibly
Robinson hated being a role model
man signed an Executive Order i ntegrat
stupid. Their brutal acts only render Instau
rationists more vulnerable to misunderstanding, calumny
ing the Armed Forces. Sure, school desegregation was just
down the road. But these were the impersonal, institution
and abuse. Like Jackie Robinson, they must accept-if not
embrace-the fact that their adions reflect on their race.
al decisions of faceless bureaucrats. Jackie was integration
with a human face.
The Black Muslims figured this out decades ago. We
could do worse than to follow their lead.
I can't help but feel a slight twinge of pity for Robin
The incident in Jasper was the subject of relentless me
son. He had discovered the essential ,nakedness of the in
dia overkill. According to FBI crime statistics, black-on
dividual in an integrated, multiracial society. In a homoge
white crime-not the reverse-is the real problem in this
neous society the post of racial ambassador usually goes
society. We have an embarrassment of riches when it
unfilled because such a functionary has no function. As
comes to reporting crimes committed by blacks. While
the dominant race in America, Caucasians have not had
Jasper was the lead story on the nightly news, my local
to justify their every act to members of other races, though
newscast featured a snippet on a black Chicago couple
there have always been mea culpa types on the fringes.
who killed their baby and dissolved him/her in battery
But the demographers-as well as our scalawag Presi-
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acid. This report was allotted all of ten seconds while the
jasper story droned on and on. Was what happened in Jas
per proportionately more heinous than what happened in
Chicago?
Why are all black-on-white crimes treated as isolated
incidents while white-on-black crimes are supposedly in
dicative of deep-seated social injustice? One answer is
that the former are dog-bites-man stories while the latter
are of the man-bites-dog category-hence more newswor
thy. But we still have to explain why the former are mere
ly reported without dwelling on their underlying meanings
while the details of the latter are replayed in loving, al
most obsessive detail and endowed with almost cosmic
significance. A very small number of people in the media
decide what to emphasize and deemphasize. As long as
they (mostly members of the Tribe) are pushing the but
tons behi nd the scenes of the news organizations, whites
will be forced to do penance for every misdeed commit
ted by his racial kinsmen, even in a sleepy little burg that
no one ever heard of before.
Jasper is a logging town of about 7,600 nestled in the
pi ne and hardwood forests of East Texas not far from the
Louisiana line. I suspect it is no more virtuous or venal
than any other East Texas hamlet. Thanks to the media,
Jasper is now synonymous with hatred, ignorance, vio
lence and backwardness. Following Byrd's death, the usu
al feedi ng frenzy erupted as the mediacrats wrung every
last drop of empathy from the teats of racism and gorged
themselves on the milk of human unkindness.
As soon as I heard about the Jasper incident, I knew
we were in for the biggest spate of racial righteousness
since the Rodney King slugfest. A veritable army of report
ers buttonholed local folks in barber shops,' Dairy Queens
and Wal-Marts and came up with the scoop that blacks
and whites in Jasper don't socialize away from school and
the workplace (where federal law dictates that they have
no choice).
Through the magic of the media, James Byrd, like Rod
ney King, was transfigured to near-mythic status. Among
the usual race hustlers, it was no surprise to see Jesse Jack
son hogging the limelight with Kweisi Mfume, head of the
NAACP, who uttered and re-uttered the famous phrase,
"Never again! Never again!" AI Sharpton trekked 1,SOO
miles from his Zoo City bailiwick to Jasper. Never one to
be upstaged, the demented Dennis Rodman offered to pay
for the dead man's funeral.
But Rodman wasn't the only screwball attracted to the
grisly murder. The fleet of satellite trucks that descended
on Jasper assured that the lunatic fringe would be present.
One Houstonian, a self-described voodoo priest, showed
up on the courthouse lawn to conduct anti-B lack Panther
rituals.
It was a perfect environment for outside agitation: KKK
factions from Waco and Vidor, as well as the New Black
Panthers of Dallas, held rallies. The locals, both black and
white, grew tired of playing host to the legions who de
scended on them. The situation was best described by one

George Miller, the black administrator of Jasper Memorial
Hospital: 'When they cure all the problems in Dallas and
it's safe for me to walk the streets of Dallas, then they can
come down here and tell me what to do about Jasper."
White folks in high places were also heard from. Janet
Reno, the FBI and other federal nabobs offered new varia
tions on their usual indignant platitudes. Capitol Hill law
makers unanimously passed a resolution expressing their
shock-a gesture as ,empty as a Sudanese digestive tract.
The preachers of America stopped molesting children
and committing homosexual acts long enough to beat
their breasts and gnash their teeth, as they pointed the fin
ger at those of us who were shortchanged on melani n. A
hue and cry went up for stronger federal hate crime stat
utes. The Congressional Black Caucus rattled its tin cup in
search of more money for the Equal Employment Oppor
tunity Commission and other federal boondoggles.
As is their wont, the hustlers grasped at a repellent i n
cident and used it as leverage to pry more money from the
taxpayers for racial "justice." More civil rights laws mean
more civil rights lawyers and more millionaire shysters.
Even worse, straight talk about race inches closer to being
"hate" speech. If the scaremongers have their way, it may
be harder and harder to exercise free speech. Just suppose
one of those suspects had a stack of Instaurations in his
home? Never mind that there are no incitements to vio
lence in these pages. You dare not leave the magazine on
your coffee table, lest some neighbor spy it and make a
unilateral decision that you deserve to have your very
own FBI dossier.
Like it or not, you are an ambassador for your race.
Like the rest of you, I feel no responsibility for the murder
of a black man I never met, committed by white men I
don't know, in a town I have never visited. But there are
forces out there that would like to pin it on me because
I'm white, and because I write for Instauration, I'm a
prime suspect. The evidence against me is prima facie.
Caesar is a polygamist and we are all his wives. We
must be beyond reproach. It does us little good to rant
about the depredations of the savages among us if some of
them are white. It will do us no good to point out the
overwhelming realities of the black-on-white crime rate.
We know that the media will not play that up no matter
how bad things get.
Like it or not, you are an ambassador for your race.
Your misdeeds reflect badly on the rest of us among the
great unwashed and the great brainwashed. Imagine the
glee of the Jewish media baron when he is presented with
a news story involving the worst Southern redneck stereo
types-the nonfiction counterpart of the Jews' wretched
movies, books and TV shows.
When white men commit an act like the one in Jasper,
they only give ammunition to the other side. It's not trea
son because it's not done deliberately. But it certainly
ranks up there with criminal negligence.
JUDSON HAMMOND
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Oblivion or What?
friend of mine recently made the observati on that
the New World Order is the modern equivalent of
the old Roman Empire, with America now the para
mount power. The argument can be expanded by sayi ng
that the present equival ent of the Roman patri ian is to
day's international capitalist. Mem bers of the professio ns
are th e freemen. The rest of us are sl ves.
Western man's domination of the pl anet and his high
standard of living is alm ost en tirely based on the superior
tec hnology and manufacturing ski lls deve lo ped during the
Industrial Revolution. Wi thout such ad vantages, W estern
man would be little better th an the poorest Third Worlder.
After WWII an exhausted Europe w as prepared to ac
cept the Western intelligentsia's canard th a all ou r past
ills were the result of nationalism, scie nce and industrial
ism, with Western man being the main villain.
Of the All ied powers America alone understood mod
ern production methods and the importance of research
and development. The U.S. ended the war as the domi
nant world power, the only one still on its feet.
Once the shooti ng stopped, America enticed the best
scientific brains in Europe to these shores, offeri ng better
pay and living conditions than the Old Country could pos
sibly match.
Moneyed and upper-class Englishmen had always be
lieved that industry and science were dirty trades fit on ly
for the lower orders. Commerce, la nd and investme nt pro
vided the best retu rn for the least effort. An arts degree
was the best preparati on for suc h careers .
Most of Europe's intellectuals had flirted w ith Nati onal
Socialism and/or comm unism before and during WWII. In
1944, French Communists felt strong enough to think seri 
ously about launching a revolution, but gave up the idea
when they decided they did not have the numbers.
Although Russia's ruthless dealings with its sc:tellites in
Eastern Europe disillusioned many intellectuals, they did
not turn to America and materialism, but continued their
love affair with socialism and humanism. The Western
world was divided into two almost equal camps. Most po
I itical parties had elements of both ideologies.
After the defeat of Russia in the Cold War, America
was unassailable. But that did not mean that both camps
could not have some of these same goals. The Lima Dec
laration, in which the developed countries undertook to
raise the standard of living in the Third World by the free
transfer of Western technology and vast economic i nvest
ments, was to the advantage of both parties. American in
dustry wanted to develop new markets and transfer pro
duction from the high labor costs of the Western World to
the Third World. The humanists saw the chance to dis-
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perse what they believed was a disproportionate concen
tration of wealth.
Both si des perceived advantages in the breakdown of
frontiers and in th e mass immigration from the Third
World to the First. Th e capitalists w ould be able to force
dow n the cost of labor at home, while humanists, sur
ro unded by cheap servants; developed an agenda to over
turn the West's techni cal superiority. The Asian nations
would become sup rem e, w hil'e immigration and intermar
riage wou ld breed out th e hated white race.
A wild exaggeration? Hol lyw ood increasingly pro
motes Negroes as morally superior to whites. Intermar
riage is constantly encou ra ed. A sen ior journal ist for a
Murdoch newspaper in Au stral ia said ina recent article
on "The New World Order" that the Caucasian races have
ruled the world for five centuries and made a terrible
botch of it. The Aussie w ri ter believed that nonwhite pow
ers will be ruling the world before the end of the first quar
ter of the new century.
Attacks on whites in America are bei ng stepped up. A
new discipline, "White Studies," has been introduced into
American universities, the aim bei ng to prove that whites
are no better than blacks and that mi nority races should
be given control of white nations. One leading proposer, a
part-Jew named Noel Ignatiev, shouts, "Treason to the
white race is loyalty to huma nity."

Bill Gates-slayer of capitalism?

All the Asian nations taken together could never defeat
the white race in war as long as we are prepared to be as
ruthless as they are. We are, however, susceptible to de
feat by enemies within our ranks. The socialist intellectu
als, capital ists, greedy unionists, the church, academia,
the corrupt politicians, the equally corrupt judiciary and

our own indifference all work towards the triumph of the
New World Order, as we head for obi ivion.
Who are we? We are the people who changed the face
of the globe by the Industrial Revolution and our belief in
and use of the Scientific Method. The wealth and soft liv
ing we now enjoy did not grow on trees. Our grandpar
ents and parents paid for it with blood, sweat and tears
under sometimes appalling conditions.
Without us, the doers, there is no high culture. The rest
live off us.
Even capitalism has developed a fatal flaw. Bill Gates
is proving that it ends in monopoly. The one thing that
makes capital ism superior to all other economic systems is
competition. Without it science and industry stagnate. In
this sense the world's richest man is mortally wounding
capitalism.
America can only remain a major industrial power by
the use of cheap immigrant labor, a labor pool that con
stantly rises in cost if a conti nuous flow of new bodies is
not maintained. In the end successful immigrant commu
nities will always prefer to employ people of their own race.
If we do not stop and reverse the present trend, New
York will become another Calcutta, Europe part of Africa
and Australia part of China.
Let us be honest. Support for CI inton suggests that as
long as most people of European descent have a reason
able standard of living they will not see the dangers of
mass immigration until such time when it is too late to re

verse the flow.
Polls in Europe and America suggest that at most only
25% of the people in Western societies would oppose the
swamping of their culture by Asian or African migration.
So what is the answer for the 25%? One suggestion is to
set up white enclaves in America and Europe. Antagonis
tic governments would rule this out. The only logical solu
tion is a new Caucasian homeland.
There are two alternatives, South America and Russia.
South America wo~ld probably accept large numbers of
Caucasians but would welcome large numbers of Asians
as well.
Russia offers the best chance. Because of heavy loss of
life and territory in two world wars and constant pressure
from Asia, Russia needs energetic and talented migrants to
build its industries and defend its borders.
Much of Russia is no colder than America or ~nada
and no drier than Austral ia or Southern EuP6'pe. The
world's largest country (in area) has plenty of natural re
sources and we have the skills to help the Russians exploit
them. We could help the Russians raise their standard of
living without American money corrupting them. We who
have lost our new world would get a homeland in the old
where we could prosper.
We are down and out but not yet finished. Now is the
time to stop dreaming and prepare for the future while we
still have a future.
AUSTRALIAN SUBSCRIBER

. Newt the Jewt
Does a politician have to be smart?
Hardly. Think of Harding and Reagan
and reconsider. Does a movie director
have to be smart? Hardly. Think of Spike
Lee and Warren Beatty and reconsider.
Does a politician have to be honest?
Hardly. Think of Boss Tweed and the
Kennedy clan and reconsider. Pencil in
your own nominees, but make nothing
permanent, since each election cycle
vomits up a new crew of virginal "vol
unteers."
Do politicians have to subscribe to
the Boy Scout oath? Hardly. Did Roose
velt or Churchill ever tell the truth? Fill
in your own blanks, including nationali
ty and career, starting with the generals
on both sides who slaughtered an entire
generation of the truly best and brightest
by their blunderbuss tactics in WWI.
A case can be made that morality, in
the catechistic sense of the word, is a
definite liability for anyone aspiring to
high public office. Pick a Zionist, anyone
will do, especially Bibi Netanyahoo.

Runner-up liar

The one indispensable quality a poli 
tician must have is gall. He must be utter
ly impervious to shame. The whopper
which might make a hardened sinner
cringe (a Menaphlegm Begin, a Yitsuck
Shamir, a lecherous Moshe Dayan) will
not faze a politician to the slime manner
born. A natural pol, like a psychotic killer,
is immune and unsusceptible to shame.
Fill in your own blanks, but leave plenty
of room for Josef Stalin and Arik Sharon,
the blubbergut butcher of West Beirut.
Take Newt Gingrich, as a case in
point, the point being that he is the only
politician on the scene today who can
even hope to challenge Bill Clinton for
the coronet of shameless liar-in-chief. I
offer two recent examples of the soprano
salamander to solidify my argument.
What won't a politician do to "win" (i.e.,
steal or extort) votes? Especially a politi
cian whose polls are lower than a sewer
rat's belly, especially a soprano politician
who's already cutely campaigning for the
presidency? What won't such an acute
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politician do?
Would such a politician be Republi
can enough to propose statehood for the
dumpster island of Puerto Rico, hoping
thereby to win Hispanics to the Grand
Old Party? What politician would be so
shameless, so cynical and so transparent
as to make such a blatant appeal to the
taco bell-bottomed body politic of beau
teous Puerto Rico? What other pol could
hope to exceed that exercise in cynicism?
What other politician would be con
siderate enough to hand-deliver divorce
papers-like a pepperoni pizza (no tip re
quired) to his wired-up wife while she

was high in a hospital bed undergoing
chemotherapy?
What Republican politician could
propose statehood for Puerto Rico, know
ing the Caribbean island was merely a
sun-tanned nightmare destined to go no
where? A shameless ploy calculated for
political advantage and nothing more.
What politician could make such a cyni
cal proposal, such a transparently calcu
lated attempt to curry Hispanic votes?
(What politician would be stupid enough
not to know that curry is Indian and not
Chicano?) Has the lesson of the Yankee
slavers been lost on the salamander so

prano from Cobb County, Georgia? Isn't
this just another carpetbagger anxious to
sell out his country for the sake of politi
cal expediency? Who could be so shame
less?
The same soprano politician who
raced off to Israel to genuflect to Netanya
hoo and assure killer Bee-Bee of his eter
nal devotion and to reassure the yahoo
prime minister that Jerusalem is- and al
ways will be--the eternal capital of Israel.
Always will be, so long as shameless poli
ticians need kosher money and media
clout to win the U.S. preSidency.
V.S.S.

Jewish Emigres in the Hitler Years
After Hitler came to power, Jews were
free to leave Germany. Many did, with
sufficient funds to establish businesses in
foreign countries. Traveling on German
passports, they migrated to Central and
South America, Asia and elsewhere.
Many who settled in the Philippines
opened restaurants, practiced usury and
conducted various legal and illegal busi
ness enterprises . During the Japanese oc
cupation, they operated houses of prosti
tution for Nipponese officers and engaged
in "buy and sell" dealings with the invad
ers.
When Manila fell to the Japanese
Army, leaders of the Jewish community,
waving their German passports, rode out
Highway 54 and met General Yamashita
and his entourage as they entered the
conquered city. Later on in the evening,
Jews held a banquet in his honor in a
Jewish restaurant. They pretended to be
"German allies of the Japanese."

*

*

*

Ingrid Weckert, in her book, Feuerzei
chen (Fire Sign), exposes the little-known
collaboration between the Hitler govern
ment and the Zionists to promote peace
ful Jewish emigration from Germany to.
Palestine.
In the 1930s Zionists worked hand in
glove with Nazi officials to get German
Jews out of Germany and into Palestine.
In his book, The Transfer Agreement, Ed
win Black, the son of Jewish immigrant
parents, states that at the very time Jews
were actively conducting a worldwide
boycott of the Germans, Zionists in Pales-
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tine were conducting a lively trade with
Germany.
Nazis actually bought tickets for Ger
man Jews bound for Palestine and gave
the immigrants who wanted to escape the
money to comply with British currency
regulations.

authorities. The proposal was made to the
Nazi consul in Beirut in January 1941
and then passed on to the German naval
attache in Constantinople, who was in
charge of all German clandestine opera
tions in the Middle East. The offer of alli
ance was discovered in the archives of
the German Foreign Ministry after the
war.

*

Erstwhile terrorist Shamir
Under the arrangement described in
the Transfer Agreement, some 60,000
German Jews traveled to Palestine. It was
not the kind of agreement one would ex
pect of a government bent on the extermi
nation of its Jewish population.
Yitshak Shamir, onetime prime minis
ter of Israel, when a leader of the terrorist
Stern Gang, tried to form a military alli
ance with the Nazis during WWII. In re
turn for Hitler's help in transporting Euro
pean Jews to Palestine, Shamir promised
to take military action against the British

*

*

At the end of WWII the International
Red Cross examined German war intern
ment camps and came up with the figure
of 350,000 dead. The IRC listed large
numbers of men, women and children
who died of typhus-a health problem
which also affected the German popula
tion. Red Army political commissars cap
tured in the war were mostly Marxist Jews
and were shot along with spies, saboteurs
and traitors.
Practically every survivor will relate
tales of the gas chambers. Almost all the
Holocaust books by survivors state that
upon their arrival in the camps, Jews
were sent directly to be gassed. Babies
were snatched from their mothers' arms
and thrown into the ovens. Nursing moth
ers were herded into the gas chambers
still clutching their infants. Horror story
was piled on horror story. Charlotte Bor
mann, a Communist political prisoner at
Ravensbruck, stated in her book, The
Gestapo Invites You, that rumors of gas
executions were deliberate, malicious in
ventions circulated among the inmates by
the Reds.
324

•

The Sell-Out of the White Tip
Even as the whole rotten structure of the Soviet Union
was about to collapse and be merged in the "One World
New World Order," the worldwide Communist conspiracy
was able-with the witting or unwitting cooperation of the
U.S. and Britai n-to destroy the two most civil ized and
advanced countries in Africa: Rhodesia and the Republic
of South Africa. Governed by a white minority, Rhodesia
and South Africa were prosperous, law-and-order states
that attracted immigrants from Europe as well
as black Africans from the north. So solid
was the economy of South Africa just 30
years ago that investors and ordinary
folk the world over were hoarding SA
gold rands in the event of an econom
ic calamity. Today, after the subver
sive meddling of international political,
financial and banking organizations, di
rected primarily by the Anglo-American-Jewish Es
tablishment, Zimbabwe (once known as Rhodesia)
and Azania (the proposed new name for South Af
rica) are fast becoming lawless, economic basket
cases governed by a black Marxist, Robert Mu
gabe, in the case of the former and an erstwhile
black Communist terrorist, Nelson Mandela, in the
case of the latter.
While Nelson and Winnie Mandela have been rein
vented and made salonfahig (socially acceptable) by the
synchronized media of the West and portrayed as the veri
table saviors and rightful rulers of South Africa, the white
Afrikaners over the past few decades have been depicted
as bigoted racists and cruel al ien masters of an oppressed
indigenous people. Nothing could be further from the truth.
While Europeans and Americans have been able to
read about the "plight" and exploitation of the native peo
ples as seen or imagined by any number of white "liberal"
or black South African writers, an Afrikaner, Claus Nord
bruch, has now pub Iished a book entitled Volksbetrug am
Kap: Richtigstellung zur jungsten Ceschichte Sudafrikas
(Betrayal of the Cape Afrikaners: A Revision of South Afri
ca's Recent History). 1 It presents a completely different
picture than that to which Westerners have become accus
tomed, a picture of a pol itically divided, crime-ridden,
unhappy land whose economy is moving from shaky to
collapsi ng.
Nordbruch first describes the land, the people and its
history. Essentially the population consists of Boers on the
one hand, and the British and Jewish community on the
other. The Boers, 2 Nordbruch contends, were best por
trayed by German geographer Siegfried Passage one hun
dred years ago:

Anthropologically speaking, the Boers are the true de
scendants of emigrant Dutchmen, Lower Saxons, and Hu
guenots. They are strong muscular individuals, somewhat
gruff farmers endowed with all the virtues and short
comings of Germanic farmer folk, i.e., stolid, conservative,
and stubborn, prone to follow tradition, but clever and
practical, shortsighted but tough, devoted, and possessed
of great endurance and unshakable calm.

The English and Jewish contingents, for the
most part, were and remain city people whose
interests lie more in the business, commercial
and administrative realm than in cultivating
the soil and putting down roots. While it
would seem on the surface that their re
spective interests would not conflict,
the fact is they do. The English and
Jews are more involved internationally.
The Boers, attached to the land, favor i ndepen
dence and national ism. The Boers are quite ca
pable of establishing an autarkic state, the very
idea of which is anathema to the South African
global ists.
I n the 1600s the Dutch settled the land around
the Cape, which at that time was sparsely populated
by Bushmen and Hottentots. The British seized the
area in 1806 and, following the discovery of diamonds
and gold, the English and Jewish communities quickly ex
panded. The Dutch or Boers, resenti ng the intruders,
trekked north and founded two separate republics: the
Orange Free State and the Transvaal. Meanwhile, Zulus,
Xhosas, Swazis and Sothos were migrating from the north
to occupy the area from Transvaal to neighboring Trans
kei. In the course of time the Zulus (perhaps remembering
their wars with the British) became all ies of the Boers and
retained an almost independent homeland. The other Afri
can tribes cooperated with the Engl ish.
As British imperialistic greed grew and Boer resent
ment seethed, the Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902) was
fought to decide who would rule South Africa. After a
costly, hard-fought victory and the introduction of the
world's first concentration camps for Boer women and
children, the victorious British formally established the
Union of South Africa, which incorporated the two Boer
Republics. With the victory of Daniel Malan's National
Party in 1948, the Boers, who now enjoyed full power,
withdrew from the British Commonwealth and established
the Republic of South Africa.
Apartheid, which had previously existed only informally,
now became offi cial government pol icy. Laws were
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passed governing social, cultural, political and residential
and investment from abroad. As much help was accorded
separation. Nordbruch described apartheid as a form of
the homelands as the economy permitted. 4
separate development that was in no way similar to the
All of these constructive processes ended on Septem
earlier U.S. policy of establishing reservations for Indians
ber 6, 1966, when a "deranged" Greek immigrant, Dimi
and was somewhat akin to the now expired U.S. policy of
trio Tsafendas, assassinated Verwoerd while he was mak
"separate-but-equal"3 foisted on the emancipated black
ing a speech in Parliament. The "fabulous years," as
slaves. The homelands (Bantustans) establ ished by the Afri
Afrikaners referred to Verwoerd's administration, came to
kaners in the traditional ancestral tribal areas were far
an abrupt stop.
more humane than the American practice of seizi ng the
Nordbruch cites Jaap Marais, a veteran supporter of
Verwoerd's policies, on the causes of the collapse of the
richest land and relocating the I ndians to barren areas. The
equating of "apartheid" with "apart hate," a clever propa
republic:
gandistic ploy of those opposed to the policy, was a disser
There were many reasons why Verwoerd had to be mur
vice to the accomplishments of the pol icy and to the truth.
In the opinion of Nordbruch, history is made by strong
dered. The success of the separate development policy in
South Africa was certainly one important reason. The poli
individuals-heroic builders or villainous wreckers-not
by mobs, masses or even the electorate. The overwhelm
cy was so successful that it was about to be adopted in ...
Mozambique, Rhodesia, and Southwest Africa. Had this
ing number of Afrikaners had as little to do with the legiti
mation of the ANC (African National Congress), the free
been done, the influence of the Afrikaners in all of south
ern Africa would have been considerably strengthened.
ing of Mandela, the transfer of power, and the integration
For that reason, Britain had to oppose it under all circum
of the races, as did the American people in the decisions
to integrate the races and change the immigration quotas.
stances. This was, for example, the reason why the British
Had the whites in either country been asked their opinion,
were even prepared to deliver Rhodesia to a Communist
government. The same pertains to Southwest Africa. The
they would almost certainly have opposed such policies as
ultimately destructive of their traditional way of life. Such
second main reason was the South African money lords.
They wanted Verwoerd to "accommodate" his policy with
decisions, Nordbruch believed, were made by a few high
respect to nonwhites so as to increase their profits ... . [I]t
er echelon "elitists." In Western democracies, the people's
was primarily the enterprises operated by the Jewish busi
"representatives," most of whom were elected under false
nessmen Oppenheimer and Ruppert that controlled mat
premises, never intimated that they would vote for such
ters . There is no doubt about that. In January 1966, Dr.
radical programs. In Nordbruch's view even the storming
Verwoerd said in Parliament that he would oppose the mo
of the Bastille would not have occurred had it not been for
nopolies because they harmed South Africa. Oppenheimer
Danton and Robespierre. The revolutionary events in
and Ruppert naturally took the hint.
South Africa occurred under the guidance of a few well
placed individuals, supported by international forces be
hind the scenes.
The decline in South African fortunes set in after the as
South Africa,
sassination of Verwoerd and the appointment of John
Nordbruch and most
Vorster as pri me mi nister (1966-1978) and his eventual
Boers contended,
election to the presidency of the republ ic (1978-1979).
reached its zenith
Nordbruch assigned a good part of his book to inter
under the leader
views with leading Afrikaner figures, whose voices and
views were not heard in the U.S. or Europe, or, if heard,
ship of Hendrik Ver
woerd, the Afrikaner
were routinely held up to ridicule. As Nordbruch quoted
hero-builder. It was
him, Marais, head of the Reconstituted National Party, de
Verwoerd who for
nied that fear of black uprisings or economic sanctions
malized the home
had much to do with the Vorster government's abandon
ment of Verwoerd's policies. The South African military
lands and created
was stronger than ever and the country was quite capable
the Republic of
South Afri ca in
of surviving sanctions. Instead, Marais believed:
1961, thereby wi n
As the people began to lose confidence in the post
ning full indepen
Verwoerd policies, the outside pressure began to have a
dence for the Afri
greater effect on the economy. In the 19805, Oppenheimer
kaners after 60
Verwoerd, the murdered hero
said that the boycotts had contributed little or nothing to
years of British rule.
the elimination of apartheid. It was much more the inter
It was under Verwoerd's leadership that the republic
national banks that were decisive. In the 1970s the infla
achieved its greatest economic successes. The rand was
tion rate rose from 2% to 7%, while the growth rate fell
considered the most stable currency in the world. Unem
from 6% to 3%. In the 1980s the inflation rate rose to
ployment and taxes were low; economic growth was high.
16%, while the economy almost stagnated with a 1%
Verwoerd encouraged and increased white immigration

t
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growth. The inflation naturally had its effect on the value
of the rand. As a result, foreign loans became much more
costly, which was precisely what the international banks
had intended because the more South Africa fell into debt,
the more dependent it became and the easier it was to
pressure.

The absolute nadir of South African fortunes was not to
be reached, ac
cording to Nord
bruch and other
Afrikaners, until the
Frederik W. de
Klerk era. To de
scribe the feeling
of betrayal experi
enced by the Afri
kaners and to
name the i ndividu
als they bel ieved
had sold them out,
Nordbruch refer
red to Piet j. Pre
tori us's book, SellMandela, no hero but a saboteur and terrorist
Out, S in which Pre
torius claimed that influential South African individuals
not only passed on secret information to foreign powers,
but were themselves actually retained by foreign intelli
gence services.
President de Klerk's brother, Willem, was in Nord
bruch's opinion as responsible for the collapse of the
white South African government as the President himself.
It was Willem, a professor, who was an early on activist in
the psychological war against the white government. It
was Wi Ilem who introduced such terms as verlig (enlight
ened) and verkramp (blind). The former term applies to
those who favored power-sharing. The latter was a pejora
tive for those who preferred the separate development pol
icy. International and national elements in favor of the
"one-man, one-vote" concept, which meant eventual
black rule, recruited liberal black and white ministers in
both the Dutch and Anglican churches to preach the vir
tues of integration and "sharing power."
Behi nd the scenes Nordbruch stated American CIA
agents and their British colleagues in MI6 were actively
meddling in South African politics on the side of the ver
fig, as were the powerful masonic lodges, especially the
key Bruderbund Lodge, which in the' 970s began to re
place nationalists in high office with more internationally
oriented members. Leading lodge brothers were reported
to have held meetings with Communist leaders jacob
Zuma, Aziz Pahad and Thabo Mbeki, Mandela's successor.6
As for the African National Congress and the South Af
rican Communist Party, their strategies were indistinguish
able. Both advocated and carried out terrorist plots and
sabotage. Both advocated the overthrow of the legitimate
government. As heads of the ANC, Mandela and Mbeki

were close allies of joe Siovo, the recently deceased jew,
Communist Party leader and KGB Colonel. Even Amnesty
International, alleges Nordbruch, never considered Man
dela a pol itical prisoner but rather what he actually was
a saboteur and terrorist. I n the course of the South African
government's war against terrorism, many prominent Reds
had been arrested, including Abraham Fisher, Walter Sisu
lu, Govan Mbeki, Harold Wolpe, Dennis Goldberg and
Arthur Goldreich. Nordbruch cited political analyst Thom
as G. Gulick to the effect that, among other aid, the Com
munist-dominated ANC and PAC (Pan Africanist Union)
received 9 million American dollars every two years.?
Since the early' 980s, the ANC could no longer be dis
tinguished from the Communist Party. Like their allies to
the north, SWAPO in Southwest Africa, ZAPU in Rhodesia,
FRELIMO and the MPLA in Mozambique, the ANC strove
to unite the black masses under Marxist leadership.
Unfortunately the combined forces of the democratic
West, international capitalism, currency speculators, in
ternational communism and "world public opinion" have
prevailed and Dr. Verwoerd's South Africa is no more.
Nelson Mandela is honored by Her Majesty the Queen
and fawned over by an American president. Today, Com
munists in Russia and elsewhere have officially become
part of the New World Order governed by international
financial and banking interests. It has been said, however,
that international capitalism will soon stink as badly as did
international communism. Should that day come, the
whole rotten financial structure of the West will also come
tumbling down. B
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Footnotes
1. Originally published in Afrikaans as Reguil. Onthullings en
Gesprekke oor Suid-Afrika se Geskiedenis 1989-1997, Pretoria,
1997. This review is based on the German translation.
2. The word "Boer" simply means farmer and is cognate to the
German for farmer, Bauer.
3. The "separate-but-equal" policy remained in force until
quite recently (the 1960s) in the U.S.
4. For American critics who say that too little was done for the
native peoples, it must be understood that whites represent only
about 10% of South Africa's population; blacks 90%. In the U.S.,
where the percentages are reversed, racial strife continues una
bated after 200 years of wrestling with the problem.
S. Pretorius had been a lawyer in the National Intelligence Ser
vice. His 1996 book, Volkshoop, was a bestseller among the Af
rikaners. The author has published an English version of the
book, Sell-Out: the Truth Behind the History of South African

Politics, 1997.
6. Reported in the Sunday Star (Sept. 29, 1991).
7. Thomas G. Gulick, u.N. Aid to Marxist Guerrilla Groups,
Cape Town, Terrorism Research Centre, 1982.
8. The Washington Times (June 19, 1998) reported that un
precedented aid from the central banks of Britain and the U.S.
has failed to stem a collapse in the value of South Africa's cur
rency on world foreign exchange markets. The rand crashed 8%
in value against the dollar in 24 hours. The rand's fate-and the
response of the South African Reserve Bank as well as its new
found intelVention allies in London and Washington-is likely to
dictate the state of the future economy. Economists fear the
weaker rand will translate into higher inflation.
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The Other Side of Ian Smith

Instauration's review of Ian Smith's published book, The Great
True-Blue Anti-Zionists
Betrayal Uune 1998), shows that, like all too many, the reviewer
My father was a lifelong friend of Charles C. Crane, the Chica
has taken at face value Ian Smith's vain and craftily evasive me
go manufacturer who authored the 1919 Crane-King Commis
moirs.
sion Report opposing the Zionist conquest and colonization of
The real value of Smith's opus lies in what he has left out. A
Palestine. There is a certain continuity in family thought. No one
small but significant minority of Rhodesians saw through Smith,
can really speak of an American anti-Zionist tradition, but there
the politician, even before he "crossed over" from the old liberal
are a few true-blue Americans who have always known the score
establishment party to join the grassroots Rhodesian Front,
and have done their best to pass this knowledge on.
whereupon he ousted the naive and overly trustful leader, Wins 472
ton Field. But most people soon forgot, even though it was com
mon knowledge that during the vital election period (1964-65)
..v
Races and Species
Smith's speeches had been specially prepared for him by his new
The daily paper tells us that "anthropologists can find no clear
information adviser, Ivor Benson. This was recognized later by
racial boundaries to show where one 'racial' group stops and an
the Jewish writer, B.A. Kosmin, in his book, Majuta: A Histol}' of
other begins." Science has understood this ever since 1758 when
the jewish Community in Zimbabwe, a book wholly friendly to
Carolus linnaeus created the biological system of classification
Smith. As most Rhodesians knew at the time, Smith's speeches,
still in use today. If there were clear boundaries between two
typical of grassroots Rhodesians, gave Smith his wholly unde
groups, they would be classified as separate species, like chim
served "right-wing image," which he has been trading on ever
panzees and Homo Sapiens. A race is a subdivision of a species
since.
that has multiple overlapping groups. Synonymous terms are va
That Smith was a ruthless and cunning political operator can
riety and subspecies. The ambiguous term "population l l is today
be seen in the way he has either left out or evaded such issues as:
a politically correct euphemism. Blacks and whites are consid
ered races of the same species precisely because there are no
(a) the takeover and hamstringing of the early Friends of Rho
clear boundaries between them. Populations intergrade from one
desia organization (discussed in four important chapters in the
to the other. Blacks and whites can and do voluntarily interbreed
1995 edition of Ivor Benson's book, Truth Out of Africa);
and produce viable and fertile offspring. That is why they are
classified as races rather than separate species.
(b) the staging of the Chiefs' Conference as a preliminary de
323
ception and betrayal of the loyal tribal hierarchy;

Gambling Shysters

(c) the ruthless persecution in the 1970s of Wilfred Brooks, edi
I work for an attorney, so 1 readily concur with most of what
tor of the Rhodesian Property & Finance journal, until his career
Zip 323 wrote in "The litigation Racketl l (June 1998). However, I
was ruined;

don't know that I would characterize a lot of the lawyers' earn
ings as "easy money. II Under contingency fee arrangements, a
(d) the tricking of Lord Graham, Duke of Montrose, to remove
number of personal injury attorneys bankroll the litigation of
him from Parliament. (Smith had a much earlier dislike of Gra
their clients, who pay no legal fees it they don't win their cases. I
ham, as described by the Duke himself, in his memoirs, posthu
have personally seen my boss invest $250 1 000 in a case and get
mously published, after some family editing, by his widow in
nothing in return. Remember, those "outrageous l l awards are
1996.)
also underwriting cases that provide little or no reward to a firm.
Unforgivable were Smith's "kindly words" for leading Rhode
There is more than a touch of the gambler in successful trial law
sian Jews like Gelfand, Palley and Rosin, all vehement leftist
yers, who frequently exhibit flamboyant lifestyles. No matter
liberals. Smith also had praise for Kissinger and Zionism's pup
how good a case you have, there's no telling how a jury will
pet, Nelson Mandela. The presence of Kissinger and Mandela in
react. There is always a bit of "stage fright" on the eve of a trial.
Smith's gallery of favorites ought to have shown which way the
Jurors, of course, are under no compulSion to award money
wind was blowing. As for Prime Minister John Vorster, he and
even if they find a tort was committed. The same is true of a
Smith were willing "birds of a feather" in Kissinger's great "Afri
judge in a non-jury trial , as evinced in the June "Talking Num
can Common Market" network. Why else would Smith fail to
bers ll snippet pertaining to the University of Texas students who
mention the stunning revelations in 1962 of u.s. Congressman
were wronged by affirmative action policies, but received only
Donald Bruce's Congo exposure. Why else would he fail to men
$1 as compensation.
tion South Africa's treason trials of the late 50s and 1964, culmi
Jury selection, by the way, is now the specialized province of
nating in the complete exposure of Mandela's Zionist revolution
highly paid consultants, at least in top-dollar cases. My boss be
ary leaders, all white "plutocrats" of Big Money.
lieves jury selection is 90% of the battle. Having seen some of
It also seems strange that reviewers of Smith's autobiography
the questionnaires that go to jurors during voir dire (the selection
should fail to notice that he continues to receive a relatively
process), it is obvious that a juror's right to privacy is severely
"good press" from the left, in addition to blind adulation from the
limited. A local woman recently served time in jail for refusing to
bemused right. Yes, ordinary Rhodesians fought bravely, but they
answer questions she deemed too personal.
were bamboozled by Smith into fighting the wrong enemy, the
Nevertheless it's hard to work up too much sympathy for the
blacks, in a classic 20th-century no-win war designed for other
deep-pocket defendants, such as large corporations, insurance
long-term purposes.
companies and, increasingly, the Catholic Church.
EX-RHODESIAN
J.H.
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offending Soviet Union. Now we get "Wolfman!"
Let's take the case of Poland. Nowhere in Lorden's article does
he mention the many thousands of Germans butchered and hor
ribly mutilated by Polish mobs prior to September 1939. No one
dares to mention the innumerable, extremely moderate German
peace proposals for resolving German-Polish differences. No one
dares to mention the one million German ethnics driven out of
Poland between the two wars, the closing of their schools and
the liquidation of their businesses. These poor, innocent Poles
just didn't do anything to deserve the retribution.
As for the alleged atrocities in Poland, this comes from The
Drama of the Germany Army by John W. Wheeler-Bennett. It
contains an account of a fictional extermination speech allegedly
given at the Obersalzberg on August 22, 1939. The forged quota
tion says, "our strength lies in the absence of pity and in vio
lence," and "mercilessly killing everyone of the Polish race and
tongue, men, women and children ... .11
Undoubtedly a certain number of Poles were liquidated. After
Bloody Bomberg it is difficult to sympathize with them. How
could the Jews of German-occupied Poland have been done
away with (even partially) when most of them had already fled to
the Soviet zone? Besides, if extermination had been the goal,
why did the Germans build the Warsaw Ghetto? As for unleash
ing the "wolves" after the invasion of Russia, when SS General
Stroop crushed the Warsaw Ghetto uprising in 1943, the 50,000
plus Jewish prisoners were deported further eastward (the reason
for the revolt in the first place) rather than being executed on the
spot. So what happened to the "wolves?"
Hitler issued harsh orders for the conduct of war in the east.
Please remember, the Germans were fighting the most barbarous
enemy on earth. The Soviets never signed the Geneva Conven
tion, regularly executed German prisoners from the opening of
the Russian campaign and scorched the earth in retreat to starve
their own population, not to mention millions of captured Soviet
infantrymen. So the Germans were brutal, too. How did the Ein
satzgruppen, which consisted of only 3,000 total personnel,
manage to kill all that multitude of people before it was disband
ed in 1943? If the Germans perpetrated this murderous rampage
in Russia, why are the diaries of secret police chief Himmler still
hidden away in Israeli hands? And that famous Posen speech!
Himmler allegedly brags about murder squads, tape records the
speech, then allows it to fall into the hands of his political rival,
Alfred Rosenberg, where it becomes an Allied prosecution exhib
it (after incriminating pagination is inserted into it by unknown
hands). All in all, it's a great way to keep secret exterminations
secret!
As little as I think of Lorden as a scholar, I think even less of In
stauration's editor for publishing his article. After all the revision
ist research which has been published overturning the legends of
VVWII, you print this? And oh, that wolf face with swastikas on its
eyeballs! The next time your Anglophile soul wishes to recreate
wartime propaganda, I suggest you print a photo of a Nile croco
dile, its fearsome jaws clamped around a poor animal, with the
insignia of Ireland or India on its bloody corpse, while the Eng
lish Union Jack shines in the croc's loathsome eyes.
472

Der Fuhrer Was Right
I thought your article on Hitler ("Wolfman!," July 1998) was
unduly harsh. Analogizing him to a wolf is pretty much of a
stretch.
How can Lorden write such poetry and still believe in the Hol
ocaust? And he hails from the land of Zundel. In his story Lorden
cries 'Wolf!" But Uncle Adolf figured out the jewish question
and converted a whole nation to anti-Semitism.
Hitler was right. So he lost. Our side always seems to lose
these days. He's still right. He felt the tide and heard the crashing
waves of the mystical ocean of the collective unconscious. The
tsunami he conjured raised Wotan for a season.
420

Saddened Reader
Lorden's "Wolfman!" article probably serves a couple of pur
poses. It proves that Instauration is open to writers with the wid
est range of historical and personal viewpoints. It also relieves
the serious reader of feeling obligated to take Lorden seriously.
Reading "Wolfman!" was like opening a time capsule. It
sounded like everything I ever heard in elementary school. At
first I couldn't believe it. Then it dawned on me Lorden was seri
ous. The article confirmed everything I suspected after having
read Lorden's previous article, "Goldhagen's Gaps" (Feb. 1998).
I suppose I thought Instaurationists were more mature than that. I
thought they could admit to having been tricked into fratricide. I
thought they could see the evil in internationalism. But maybe
not. Maybe they find comfort in the old-time propaganda. Maybe
years in the front lines surrounded by death precludes an honest
assessment of the enemy's leader. Lorden probably has a well
developed racial consciousness. But in this article he was doing
the enemy's work. Maybe someone should point that out to him.
Frankly, I found it all unspeakably sad.
113

Unbelievable Article
I cannot believe you printed Peter Lorden's word trip. How
quickly we forget! Not too long ago many of the KGB files were
opened and a lot of former murderers came forward and bragged
about wearing German uniforms while butchering civilians.
When any Russian town was in danger of falling, Beria and the
NKVD would step in and play their lethal tricks.
Lorden couldn't shine David Irving's shoes. Let's remember, to
get a book published by a former German officer would be im
possible if it didn't have something bad to say about the "bogey
man!"
When I was in Paraguay I had access to some private libraries.
I spoke with many Germans who survived the trek. Never did I
ever hear a bad word spoken about Hitler. But alas, even in this
last outpost, race-mixing is creeping in. It's hard to outrun a sat
ellite.
I hope Lorden doesn't write something about the South. I'm
taking my family to Brentwood (TN) for the unveiling of a 20
foot-high stature of General Forrest. The tribe has been going
wild about it in the local papers.
370

Reviving Wartime Propaganda
Peter J. Lorden is really something! First we get forged quota
tions from The Voice of Destruction by Hermann Rauschning,
then we get the myth of a Nazi "sneak attack" on a peaceful, un

No Hitler. No Holocaust Blather
'it

found lorden's "Wolfman!" article rather refreshing. One
does get a little bit weary of hearing Hitler worshipfully praised
ad nauseam by the radical right. Let's not forget that if Hitler had
not come upon the scene, at least 50 million white men and
women would not have died in a senseless war. Most important
ly, we wouldn't have the Holocaust albatross eternally around
our necks.
723
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Aesthetic Prop Envisioned
In the fi 1m, A Perfect Murder, there is a
telling scene. Gwyneth Paltrow, tall and
as Nordic as they come, goes hunting for
the apartment of a man who attempted to

Nordic angel Gwyneth Paltrow

the cop has become a murderer. Eventu
ally a series of trials, civil and criminal,
are set in motion. In each case the black
jurors vote guilty and white jurors vote to
acquit the defendant. In the meantime the
order," which schoolmarms cannot con
city fathers have been forced to come
trol. Schoolboys have never behaved as
across with a considerable amount of
docilely as schoolgirls nor should they be
money to staunch the tears of the be
expected to. The problem is best solved
reaved relatives.
by having more male teachers. Perhaps
The above scenario was repeated al
then the teaching profession would re
most word for word in the case of Jonny
ceive the recognition, prestige, impor
Gammage, a Negro who died two years
tance and pay it deserves.
ago in a scuffle in a Pittsburgh suburb
with five cops after he had been pulled
Slow Speed
over for "erratic driving." Two of the cops
The Constitution, as we all know, speaks
were not charged. A third was acquitted
of the right to a speedy trial for those who
by an out-of-town jury. The remaining
fall into the clutches of the law. But what
two cops had to endure two trials . The
about Sam Bowers, an old Ku Klux hand,
who was arrested in June and charged
wilh the firebomb murder of a black ra
cist way back in 1966? Bowers has been
tried twice before for the same crime. In
both cases the jury deadlocked.

Ideology Switcher
murder her. Her search takes her to a flea
Some years ago Harvard sociologist Na
bag building populated by browns and
than Glazer was distinguished for being
blacks. As she makes her way down the
the rare Jewish academic who opposed
street, down an alley, into an apartment
affirmative action. Today he takes it all
house and down the corridor, all heads
back. The only doctrine Jews seem to
turn in disbelief at the sight of this angel
stick to is Jewish racism which, it goes
in their midst. I've seen thousands of mo
without saying, they never describe as
vies in my life, but I don't think I've ever
The late Jonny Gammage
such. In his salad days Glazer described
seen the aesthetic prop so boldly portrayed.
first trial ended in a mistrial when a Jew
himself tortuously as, "Luxembourgian...
J.H.
ish coroner testified improperly. The sec
non-Leninist but revolutionary in some
ond ended in a hung jury with 11 whites
obscure way." How they jump like hop
Federally Subsidized Porn
voting to acquit and one lone Negro in
The National Endowment for the Arts gave:
toads from ism to ism!
sisting on a guilty verdict. Meanwhile the
- $60,000 to the producers of the doc
city fathers gave Gammage's relatives
Straight Talk for Queers
umentary, Sick, which has a closeup of 2.
$1.5 million. A third trial was scheduled
masochist nailing his penis to a board.
Homosexuality is obviously caused by
but a federal judge cancelled it on the ba
some genetic mixup. Anyone with half a
- $400,000 to the 1997 biannual of the
sis that the litigation had gone on much
cerebrum knows that, yet large contin
Whitney Museum of American Art, which
too long. So far the prosecution has not
gents of peabrained Republicans are now
featured Santa's Workshop, a video
which showed naked females defecating
talking about a "cure." All this nuttiness
appealed.
The Gammage case was one more
does is further divide a party that should
in a bucket.
proof that the Anglo-Saxon and Negro in
be the political arm of the American Ma
-$50,000 to "artist" Joel-Peter Within,
terpretation of the law differ widely. To
jority. How are we going to fight our ene
who had a head from a morgue sawed in
borrow a line from Kipling, "Never the
half and positioned so that the two halves
mies with a platform that totally misun
twain (white and Negro jurisprudence)
derstands the nature of queers. Let the
seemed to be kissing.
homos flock to the Democratic Party,
shall meet."
Law derives from culture and the cul
where they belong. Let the anti-abortion
Male Teachers Wanted
The dominant role of women and their ef
ture of the Negro is totally unsuited to
crowd move their ideas and practices to
what has evolved into Western law. Wi Id
religion and out of politics. Let's stick to
fectiveness in training boys and young
inattention to facts, florid exaggeration
men in pre-college education is finally
the main issue--race.
and utter disrespect for the truth should
being weighed in the balance. The em
battled ex-Supreme Court candidate Rob
Irreconcilable Differences
have no place in any legal system, yet
The Gammage Case: When a white cop
ert Bark surmises that many white subur
this is exactly the baggage which blacks
ban kids are cottoning to misogynistic rap
skirmishes with a wildly out-of-control
bring with them when they enter the halls
lyrics because they resent the authority
Negro, he has to be careful, very careful.
of justice.
figures of mothers, female teachers and
If by some chance the black has some
The Tawana Brawley Case: Nothing in
domineering, whining feminists. It is well
physical affliction and dies in the middle
recent times has been more of a thorn in
known and unfortunately still accepted
the criminal justice system than the Tawa
of the struggle, he is no longer an aggres
sor. He has now been magically and media
na Brawley case. A black 15-year-old in
that many schoolboys are routinely being
drugged because of "attention deficit discratically transformed into a martyr, while
Dutchess County (NY) smeared herself
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with animal feces, scratched racial slurs
on her body and crept into a garbage bag.
When found she claimed she had been a
victim of white rapists. Based on th e
many discrepancies in Tawana's story,
he press should have devoted at most a
o ne-day, back-page story to th e so-called

evolved biped will one day preside over
the affairs of Zoo City.

Quota Quotes
Mark Willes, editor of the Los Angeles
Times, pla ns to carry his liberalo id prediS
positions to the extremes of absurdity .
From now on he has commanded his Ma
jorily writers to ba ck up their articles with
sam quote or co mment from a minority
ite or a woman. If his staff should refuse
or neg Ie t to do this, Willes pro mi ses he
w il l do the job himself. Willes acquired
his vast knowledge of newspaperdom from
a lifeti me in the cereal business. He w as
previou sly CEO of General Mills.

.. Everywhere They're Tops
Sharpton's racism cost him plenty

crime. Instead it became an international
cause celebre. After three Negro head
line-hunting attorneys got their hands on
it, it degenerated to the point where some
credence was actually given to Tawana's
howling prevarications.
The black regal trio went so far as to
claim that Steve Pagones, a member of
the prosecution team, was one of Tawa
na's rapists. This vicious ad hominem was
too much for any prosecutor to bear. Pa
go nes sued AI Sharpton and his two a ~
sistant shysters (c. Vernon Mason, who
had been disbarred, am! A lto n Maddox)
for $365,000. The th ree Idwy rs fought
the ase in talk shows an d in the streets.
One nois y demonstration was held in
W ashington . Somehow, Tawana never
came to court to give her side of the story
under oath. The farce ended when Pa
gones was awarded $345,000 by a six
person jury composed of four whites and
two blacks. Sharpton was hit for $65,000;
Maddox for $95 ,000; Mason for $185,000.
This was small change compared to the
$1.5 million that the county had to pay to
the Gammage relatives.
Pagones, of course, will probably never
collect even a fraction of this legal wind
fall. But the case may possibily persuade
some members of the black legal commu
n ity to exercise some restra int on what it
can say and get away with. On the down
side the trial gave tons of publicity to
Sharpton, which he put to use in running
as a Democratic candidate for New York
City mayor. He made a substantial show
ing. There is a slim possibility that this un

Richard Holbrooke was named to replace
Bill Richardson, a half-Latino, as U .S. Am
bassador to the UN. This leaves the top
jobs in the Clinton administration almost
completely in the hands of Jews: State
(Albright); Defense (Cohen); Treasury (Ru
bin); National Security Adviser (Berger);
Senior Adviser (Emmanuel). Though not
officially part of the government, Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan wields a
powerful economic punch. Lack of space
prevents listing all the Jewish agency heads.
Meissner of INS an d Goldin of NASA are
two of the most important. ConSidering
the overwhelming Jewish presence in the
U.S. citizens can be fo rgiven for thinking
tha t something is out of kilter.

Outlandish Suit
It was only right that Georgia Tech woul d
renege on its offer to make J ffrey Son
nenfeld dean of the Business School at a
salary of 200 kilobucks a year. Before
leaving Emory University, the Jewish egg
head was caught in flagrante delicto van
dalizing Emory property. As a result he
was fired from his Emory job. Instead of
taking his punishment like a man, Son
nenfeld is suing like a Jew. He claims the
charge of vandalism has hurt his reputa
tion, as well as his finances.

Metamorphosed Sni tch
Lt. Ivan Shapow of the Springfield (NJ) po
lice faces a three-rank demotion and a
60-day suspension without pay for secret
ly taping a private phone conversation of
his superior officer, Capt. Vernon Peder
sen, who was heard saying, referring to
Shapow, "that Jew bastard." These buzz
words naturally put a totally different spin
on the matter. Now Shapow, instead of

being a lowdown snitch, has become a
First Amendment buff. Pedersen, on the
other hand, is now in the doghouse as a
certified anti-Semite. He was relieved of
his position on April 8.

Cates's Flunky
Brooklynite Steve Ballmer, a second
generation American, has taken over as
president of Microsoft. It's not the first
time an outsider has "inherited" a wildly
successful Majority company . Ballmer, by
the way, doesn't know enough about
computers to write a simple program.

Black Overspending
Lincoln University is on the brink of fi
nancial disaster. For 144 years it was sup
posed to be the lighthouse of bla ck edu 
cation. Today, President Niara Sudarkase
has practically thrown Lincoln's treasury
away, spending $531,963 to refurbish the
university home she shares with her hus
band. The trustees only authorized $6,000
for improvements. Sudarkase collects
$157,000 a year in salary. Wonder what
the late Supreme Court Justice Thurgood
Marshall would say about his alma mater?

Querulous Rabbi
A lady member of the Cincinnati police
force, Monica Gaynor, stopped Rabbi Da
vid Becker in September 1994 for walk
ing against a traffic light while on his way
home from synagogue services. She or
dered him to sit in her police car and sign
a jaywalking citation, although he claim
ed it was against his religion to get into
any automobile and carry any identifica
tion on the Jewish Sabbath. The officer
warned the rabbi he would be jail ed if he.
did not comply. He did comply, but later
went over her head and complained to
the city fathers. To get Becker off their
backs, they paid him $7,000 and killed
the jaywalking charge. Who says Talmu
dic law is not taking precedence over
U.S. law?

Third Racial Confab
In the third and thankfully last of Clin
ton's racial omnigatherums, the President
proudly announced that he had a grand
mother who was one-quarter Cherokee.
The American people used to boast of
their lack of color. Now their chief of state
boasts of having a splotch of redness.
The conference once again proved that
you can't talk about race if you can only
talk about it out of one side of your
mouth. Anyone who speaks honestly
about racial realities-the Negro crime
rate, for example-would be denounced
as a racist and escorted to the door.
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tween the Skakels and Kennedys became
clearer when William Kennedy Smith was
charged and later acquitted of rape in
Palm Beach.

Wrong Turn
In all the reams of newspaper print lav
ished on the murder of Ennis Cosby, com
ic Bill Cosby's son, not one word was
mentioned about "Jews." The murderer,
Mikhail Markhasev, was always describ
ed as "a Ukrainian immigrant."
Mrs. Cosby didn't blame Markhasev for
the tragedy. She blamed America itself,
which she claimed had taught Markhasev
to hate blacks. From what she said one
could hardly be forgiven for believing
that Markhasev, an honor student turned
gang member, had taken a few courses in
phobic antiblackism. What Mrs. Cosby
didn't say and what black voices almost
never say is that Negroes themselves have
moved into the racial hatred business
with a vengeance. Many more blacks

Ennis Cosby. More likely, it was the irre
sponsible, repulsive and often criminal
behavior of so many of the members of
Mrs. Cosby's own race that gave rise to
his racial views.

Simmering Boycotts

Mrs. Cosby doesn't blame Markhasev

If you are a Jew and want to go car shop
ping, you have fewer and fewer choices.
You shouldn't buy a Ford because old
Henry was unenthused about the Chosen.
You shouldn't buy a Chrysler because the
company is being bought by Daimler
Benz, manufacturer of the Mercedes, a
car once fancied by Hitler. It gets worse.
Rolls Royce, once the status symbol of
the rich, especially rich Jews, has been
bought by BMW, another German car
company.
When it involved status and showoff,
some Jews have always been willing to
cut Gentile carmakers a little slack. That
is why there are so many Mercedes litter
ing the garages of Tinseltown. When the
Beetle was all the rage, many Jews, espe
cially the hipsters and class warriors
among them, went along with the flow.
Nevertheless old hatreds still haunt the
Jewish psyche. Many of them still use their
pocketbooks as anti-German weapons.
It's lucky for the Chosen that non-Jews
don't act like Jews. What would happen
to Jewish wealth if Gentiles based their
buying preferences on ethnicity?

these days kill whites than vice versa.
What contributes dramatically to racial
hatred is the inexcusably overblown cov
erage of white crime and the soft
pedaling of the ravages inflicted on white
society by Negro law-breakers. By falsely
blaming white America for a murder com
mitted by a Ukrainian Jewish immigrant
who had only been in this country for lit
tle more than a decade, Mrs. Cosby was
doing much more to stir up racial hatred
than, for example, some itinerant band of
aging Ku Kluxers.
Mrs. Cosby should compare the justice
meted out to her son's murderer (life with
no parole) to how the criminal justice sys
tem treated 18-year-old Joel Lee's murder
five years ago. A black approached Lee (a
Korean) on a Baltimore street and shot
him dead. Despite the testimony of four
eyewitnesses, a jury of 11 blacks and one
white acquitted him. Such is Negro jus
tice, such is 0.1. justice.
It is unlikely that white Americans are
responsible for the racialist feelings, if
any, of the Ukrainian Jew who murdered

Not to be missed because of the message
it carries about how wealth distorts jus
tice in America, Mark Fuhrman, the em
battled LAPD detective and author of the
bestseller, Murder in Brentwood, has writ
ten a second masterful volume about an
other terrible miscarriage of justice. The
sleuth's opus, Murder in Greenwich, deals
with the vicious, "unsolved" murder of
15-year-old Martha Moxley in one of the
country's most exclusive residential com
munities. Whereas the Simpson case had
much to do with race, the Moxley murder
has everything to do with money and po
litical power. Fuhrman reexamines the ev
idence of the long since "cold" case com
mitted in 1975 and concludes that the
most I ikely perpetrator was Michael Skak
el of the wealthy and prominent Skakel
family. Michael is the nephew of Ethel
Skakel Kennedy, through whose marriage
to Robert Kennedy the fortunes of the
Skakel and Kennedy clans were joined.
Public awareness of the fami Iy ties be
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Novelist Fuhrman
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Unfree
Some Majority activists put up a sign on
the California-Arizona border that bluntly
stated, "Illegal immigrants are not wel
come in California." Latinos smelled ra
cism. One of California's most powerful
Hispanics, Manuel Obledo, warned that
unless the sign was removed by June 27,
he would personally burn it down. The
owners of the billboard took it down
three days ahead of time. They said they
were a II for free speech, but they had to
preserve their property.

Change of Racial Scenery
The demographers keep reminding us
that in the near future, America wi II not
be a white majority country. It's one thing
to digest statistics intellectually; it's an
other to actually experience what they
represent. Case in point: Irving Mall in
suburban Dallas. It used to be overwhelm
ingly white with a sprinkling of blacks
and Mexicans, the traditional minorities.
During a recent visit to the food court, I
did a little number-crunching in my head
as I eyeballed the locals. The future the
demographers projected was al ready there.
Whites were definitely a minority. So was
everyone else: Blacks, Mexicans, subcon
tinent Indians, Asians, Middle Easterners
and some generic brown-skinned people
I couldn't place. The food court and the
shopping mall may be the staples of mod
ern Americana, but I never felt less Ameri
can in my life.
J.H.

Immigration Madness
Under the unenlightened leadership of
Doris Meissner the INS has granted refu
gee status:
eTo certain African women who choose
not to undergo female circumcision.
eTo some Chinese women who would
like to have more than one child.
eTo some AIDS-infected individuals
who might be ostracized in their home
countries.
e To some Jews from the former Soviet
Union who sensed that Russians and
Ukrainians dislike them because of their
prominent roles in the Communist dictat
orship.
Recently the I NS reported that resident
visas will be offered to some 400 refugees
from Rwanda and Burundi, whose mar
riages across ethnic lines have put their
lives at risk.

Nathaniel Abraham, a black ll-year
old Detroit kid, will be tried as an adult
for murdering an 18-year-old as the latter
emerged from a party. Abraham could get
the death penalty. He will be the youngest
murder defendant in U.S. history.
#
Another ll-year-old black, this time in
Dallas, has been found guilty of beating
to death a three-year-old girl. His name
has been withheld by authorities. Since
he will be tried as a juvenile, he can't be
given a death sentence.
#
In Slidel (LA) a black asserted he was
dragged by a car full of whites for i l l
blocks. When police investigated, they
found the alleged crime was the after
math of a drug deal that soured. Later,
Cornelius Weaver, 23, admitted he had
fabricated the yarn.
#
A weirdo named Shawn Lichtfuss
scrawled graffiti attacking Zionism and Is
rael in foot-high, spray-painted letters on
three synagogues in Bucks Co. (PA). He
said he wanted to tell Americans that
Jews oppressed, mistreated and dispos
sessed the Palestinians. It was hardly a se
rious crime, but Lichtfuss's bai I was set at
$1 million.
#
The law is finally catching up with Rev.
Henry Lyons, the high-flying, high-living
head of the National Baptist Convention
USA. In all, he was charged with 56
counts of fraud, extortion, money laun
dering, conspiracy and tax evasion. Ar
rested with Lyons was Brenda Harris,
who shared with him a $700,000 man
sion in Tampa (Fl). While on the church's
payroll Brenda was the recipient of such
gifts as a Mercedes and expensive jewel
ry. Unlike Lichtfuss (see above), she and
Lyons had to put up not one penny of
bail.
#
James Freedman has left Dartmouth,
where he was president for 11 agonizing
years. His shtick, to use a term derived
from his ancestral lingo, was to insinuate
that all his critics were anti-Semites.
#
Hispanic Robert F. Sierra Jr. crashed
his truck into a tree and ran away, leaving
his girlfriend, Sarah Skinner, to die for
lack of medical attention.
#
There are two Timothy McVeighs. One
is Timothy J. McVeigh, the Oklahoma
City bomber. The other is Timothy R.
McVeigh, recently dismissed from the

U.S. Navy for his homosexual propensi
ties. Instead of being thrown out brutally,
he was treated magnanimously, allowed
to retire, given all his benefits and award
ed $90,000 for his legal expenses.
#
Michael deVegler, another criminal
friend of Clinton and his chief fundraiser
in Georgia, has been charged with ac
cepting a $41,936 bribe for steering a
Florida county's $500-million-bond issue
to Lazard Freres, the octopean Jewish in
vestment bank.
#

By age 35, Preston Allen of Washing
ton (DC) had 16 children by 11 different
women. He was recently jailed for three
years for failing to provide any child sup
port for his brood. As soon as they were
born, he invariably forgot about them.
When asked by the judge if he had ever
heard of condoms, The black Lothario
said they made him break out in a rash.
#

Four fairies, who toiled in the hair sa
lon at tony Bergdorf Goodman, sued their
boss, John Barrett, for $124 million for
sexual harassment, proving that this
"crime" is not always male-an-female.
#
A year ago Randall Visor, a scruffy,
bearded black in Aurora (lL), ran a red
light and crashed into a car containing
three pretty young Majority high school
girls. All were killed, as was the black
"companion" riding with Visor. Only the
murderer survived.
#
Three men opened fire in a Karaoke
bar in Tacoma in early July. Five Viet
namese were ki lied and five wounded.
The perpetrators, some of whom have
been arrested, are Cambodian gooks. Is
the Vietnam War, once believed to be
over, moving to the state of Washington?
#

In Chicago, Onowanique Tribblet, a
16-month-old girl, wouldn't go to sleep.
So her black unmarried parents chopped
off her hands, feet and one forearm,
which they fried and fed to local dogs
and other animals. The remains of the
toddler's body were left to soak for weeks
in a tub of battery acid.
#

Daryl Jones, nominated by Clinton to
be Secretary of the Air Force, is just the
kind of person the President is looking for
to fill top-level jobs in his administration.
He is a black. He lied about being
grounded as an unqualified pilot. He
broke military regulations by trying to

force Amway products on his fellow re
servists. The more Jones appealed to Clin
ton, the less he appealed to the U.S. Sen
ate, which refused to confirm him.
#
Patricia Cochran, unwed mother of
Johnnie Cochran Jr.'s child, has instituted
a palimony suit against the Negro shyster,
infamous for playing the race card in the
O.J. Simpson murder trial. Mrs. Cochran
(she borrowed his name) claims she has
been living with him for 20 years.
#
The N.Y. Court of Appeals removed
Criminal Court Judge Lorin Duckman
from the Bench. He had let an ex-con go
free who had promised to kill his girl
friend, a promise he made good on a few
weeks later.
#
Ten years after he killed three white sis
ters and their 11-year-old brother, mon
grel Leo Narvaiz Jr. was given the needle
in the Huntsville (TX) prison.
#
NAACP officials can't seem to break
the habit of lying. The new executive di
rector of the Pittsburgh chapter of the
black racist organization, Stanley Hol
brook, decided to quit after it was discov
ered he had greatly embellished his edu
cation resume. He wrote that he had two
degrees from two different universities. It
was a figment of his imagination.
#

Twenty queers were arrested when
they tried to prevent Zoo City Mayor Ru
dolph Giuliani from taking part in a Gay
and Lesbian Pride March. They had it in
for the pseudo-Republican for not doing
enough to curb anti-homo violence. They
also shafted him for shutting down porn
shops.
#
The latest racial hoax unraveled in the
mostly black First Colonial High School
in Virginia Beach. Antiblack messages
were scrawled on the gym walls and sur
rounding areas. The miscreant turned out
to be Glenn Veasy, the school's black
basketball coach.
#
According to a letter in the Dallas
Morning News dune 14), Dr. Khallid Mo
hammed, "called for the indiscriminate
murder of whites" at a meeting of the
Pan-African Connection. He was not per
secuted for committing a hate crime.
#
Santos Pastor Baca, a one-man popula
tion explosion in Honduras, is the proud
father of 35 children. His oldest is 51; his
youngest three months.
#
Cleveland State is the first university to
offer a master's degree in diversity.
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Composition of Starr's grand jury: 12
black women, 6 white women, 2 black
men and 3 white men. One of the black
women is the jury's forewoman.
#
In 1997 federal immigration authorities
reported holding 50,165 aliens who had
committed crimes. Most had been impris
oned for aggravated felonies. After being
sent whence they came, how many will
return? None? Some? All?
#
Students of music for four years or
more scored 59 points higher than aver
age in the verbal part of the College En
trance Exam; 44 points higher on the
math part. Speaking of music, the intelli
gence of laboratory rats gave a noticeable
jump after they listened to Mozart.
#
75% of the drivers on 1-95 in Maryland
are white, but in 1995-97 only 23% of
those stopped and searched by state
troopers were white. Although only 17%
of drivers on 1-95 are black, 70% of those
flagged down were Negroes. The media
blamed this discrepancy on racism. No
matter that statistics show that blacks are
inveterate speeders and accident-prone.
OWN (driving while Negro) is no longer
a joke to members of highway patrols.
The ACLU and NAACP have filed a class
action suit to force cops to quota-ize tickets.
#
Debt represented 83% of Americans'
disposable income in 1997. 4.9% of this
amount represented credit card delin
quency. Bankruptcy filings reached a new
high of 1.4 million. Yet experts continue
to boast about the "robust economy."
#
Boosters of affirmative action are not
only minorities and liberals. They are also
big Majority corporations. Boeing has
contributed $50,000 towards fighting
Washington State's Proposition 1-200,
which calls for ending affirmative action
in state jobs and institutions.
#
More than 40% of those aged 65 will
enter a nursing home before they die. Av
erage cost is $40,000 a year.
#
It's bad but it could be worse. Less than
3% of all marriages in the
are interra
cial.
#
States with Jewish populations of over
4%: New York 9.1%; New Jersey 5.5%;
Florida 4.5%; Massachusetts 4.4%; Mary
land 4.2%; States with 0.1 % or less Jews:
North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana,
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Arkansas, Idaho, Mississippi, West Virgin
ia and Wyoming. (Source: American Jew

ish Yearbook 1997)
#
In the first quarter of this year 1,532
dogs were caught as they roamed the
dingy streets of Detroit. Many of these
semi-wild canines have coagulated into
packs that have become a major menace
to mailmen and small children. Last year
15,000 calls, many unanswered, were
made to the city's animal control division.
#
Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County
has more Hispanics (5,850,261) and more
Asians (1,712,608) than any other metro
area. Dallas-Ft. Worth has the highest
number of whites (3,099,558).
#
Whites spend 13.5 hours a week on
housework; blacks 9. Whites are couch
potatoes 20 hours a week; blacks 24.
#
Proposition 227 torpedoed bilingual
education in California, provided the edu
cation establishment complies. The vote
was 60/40. 37% of Hispanics were yeasayers.
#
29.3% of females and 26.3% of males
in the 25-29 age bracket have graduated
from college. 1 in 3 whites, compared to
1 in 7 blacks, have obtained a bachelor's
or higher degree.
#
Nearly half of black girls and 15% of
white girls show signs of puberty as early
as age 8.
#
Foundation heads are not underpaid.
They average $363,000 a year. In 1997
Thomas Lofton banked $450,000 plus
$163,648 in benefits for running the Lilly
Endowment. In the same year Susan B.
Beresford got $440,500 plus $169,705 in
benefits for guiding the destiny of the
Ford Foundation.
#
1 million U.S. teenagers become preg
nant each year; 200,000 of them have
abortions. 69.8% of black children born
in 1996 were bastards; 40.7% of Hispan
ics; 21.5% of whites.
#
Less than 2% of the 394 clerks hired by
current members of the Supreme Court
were black; 4.5% Asian. No Indian or
Hispanic clerks were employed. Con
versely, of the 26 law clerks working for
the U.S. District Court, 15% were non
white. The National Bar Association,
composed of 17,000 blacks, is screaming

discrimination. Jews, who are vastly over
represented in the Supreme Court (2 out
of 9) are not counted as minorities.
#
Rudolf Kos has cost the Catholic Dio
cese of Denver $23.4 million. That's what
the Diocese has been ordered to pay for
the priest's sexual abuse of nine former
altar boys. Kos is in jail for life.
#
Federal and state law enforcement agencies
were permitted to wiretap 1,186 phones in
1997. This permitted snoopers to secretly
listen to 2 million private conversations.
#
Although the majority of Americans are
against it, the Clinton administration con
tinues to give special preferences to mi
nority companies. Last year affirmative ac
tioneers handed out $10.8 billion worth of
contracts to "disadvantaged firms."
#
Chi Idren in more than 10,000 U.5.
schools are forced to attend 35-minute
courses once or twice a week in which
they are taught about empathy, problem
solving and anger management.
#
There are now more American Muslims
than Presbyterians, Episcopalians or Mor
mons.
#
Average NBA hoopster salary is $2.36
million. Footballer Sean Gilbert has a
$47.5 million, 7-year contract, which
means he will make more in 7 years than
the average American family will make in
1,200 years. 317 major league baseball
players are paid $1 million a year or more.
#
The International Red Cross has now
turned over to the
Holocaust Memo
rial Museum 10,000 pages of documents
concerning members' visits to German
concentration camps in WWII. Rumor
has it that this mountain of paper contains
no mention of gassings.
#
In 1995, 4,804 persons were hospital
ized in metro Philadelphia, victims of
some form of physical assault. 409 had
been stabbed or shot. Thousands of oth
ers were treated in hospital emergency
rooms.
#
41 % of the Jews who were married in
metro Los Angeles in the last 5 years wed
a non-Jewish spouse.
#
The Columbia Encyclopedia (Fifth Edi
tion) states there were 3,440 lynchings of
blacks in the
from 1882 to 1968. A
columnist in the L.A. Times, Gilberto
Honojosa, claims 9,300 blacks were
lynched in one decade in Texas. Quite a
disparity.
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Waspishly Yours
I'm tired of being alienated. Everybody knows or should
know that, thanks to the Army Corps of Engineers, which never
saw a delta it didn't want to dam, that the all-American salmon is
an endangered species. That's why the white American male
finds the sockeye so symbolic, why whitey is so sympathetic to
the instinct to swim upstream to spawn. Doesn't the culture that
is killing whitey urge him to spawn in the handy delta mud? Why
make all that instinct-driven effort to struggle upstream to die in
the white waters of his origins? Why not succumb to the corps of
social engineers? Why commit suicide just to spawn?
I want to wallow like everybody else. Instead of a sock-it-to
'em sockeye, I want to be a gefilte fish. I want to be circumcised
into the foreskinless fold of anchorite skinheads. I want to cele
brate with guilt-free brio Israel's 50th anniversary as a "light unto
the nations."
Why not? Isn't everybody toasting Israel's tip-top talent for
spitting on Arabs before toasting them on a spit? What's wrong
with kosher shish kebab? Isn't Israel unique? Didn't it steal Yah
weh from the Canaanite god called EI? (Hence the ancient He
brew curse, "May you all go to Ell") Didn't AshkeNazis copy
blitzkrieg and Lebensraum from the Nazis and the afterlife from
Christianity? What other country still has refused to define its
borders after 50 years? What other country is still stealing land,
after it promised not to at Oslo? What other country still bites the
hand that has fed it 85 billion dollars over the past 30 years?
What country gives Israel billions that might have been better
spent E'lsewhere, especially at home? Isn't Israel the only social
ist-cum-Communist country supported by Wall Street, Newt Gin
grich and the mi litant Dick Armeys of the world?
Hitler signed a non-aggression pact with Stalin and then
stabbed the Man of Steel in the back before the Man of Steel
could steal up behind him. Jews promised peace at Oslo and
then negotiated the negative under Netanyahoo.
The Nazis flattened the village of Lidice and Jews brought the
same "light unto the nations" to Sabra and Shatila and Deir Yassin.
Didn't Israel steal all the water in Palestine, dribbling it out to
the sand niggers drop by drop, even while the sockeye salmon
can't find an unpolluted place to spawn? So why shouldn't
America celebrate Israel's 50th anniversary, since Yahweh also
controls the U.S. Congress?
What other country has such a masterful propaganda ma
chine that it has outdone hell's bells Goebbels himself in its abili
ty to stand truth on its head? Why shouldn't America celebrate Is
rael's 50th, since Israel already controls Gingrich, Gore and
Clinton anyway? Why shouldn't the world celebrate the expul
sion of 1.5 million Palestinians from their homeland, while de
ploring the "ethnic cleansing" in Bosnia?
Doesn't Israel's survival prove that chicanery, hypocrisy and
moral amnesia will always be triumphant in a world indifferent
to evil? Why didn't the world intervene in Cambodia, Rwanda
and Armenia to prevent final solutions there? Where were the de
lOUSing stations in Rwanda when ragged refugees could really
have used some Zyklon B against all that typhus and cholera?
Where were all those Teutonic crematoria in East Timor? Cleanli
ness is next to godliness, after all. So why should the world have
prevented the plunder of Palestine?
Grab what you can, Hitler declared, and then let the lousy
lawyers and historians sort it all out later. "History will be good

to the Allies," Winston Churchill said. "I know, because I plan to
write that history." Which he did. Who else would give him the
credit for bankrupting Britain and destroying the British Empire
and sacrificing another generation of duped Europeans in order
to make the world safe for the Nomenklatura?
Would the grateful Israelis ever give the British credit for
blowing themselves up in the King David Hotel? Would the Jews
ever thank the British for surrendering to terrorism so the Ashke
Nazis could then concentrate on liberating Lord Moyne, Count
Bernadotte and countless Palestinians from their property and
life? Why shouldn't we celebrate Israel's 50th anniversary? Don't
the dim Hasidim from the Mediterranean rim also celebrate?
So, as a pale pecuniary glimmer of Israel's "light unto the na
tions," why shouldn't America also celebrate Israel's 50th anni
versary of "might makes right?" Except for scale, for we all know
that Jews never bother to steal anything small, what's the differ
ence between a Nazi and an AshkeNazi? Why shouldn't we cel
ebrate the birth of a country conceived in rape, born in decep
tion and fulfilled in fraud? Why shouldn't Americans, especially,
committed to the spirit of self-determination, endorse the dispos
session of Palestinians? Since we believe in self-determination,
why shouldn't we do everything we can to keep the Palestinians
from achieving a nation of their own? Since we created it, why
shouldn't we celebrate the 50th anniversary of the grateful coun
try which deliberately killed 34 Americans on the U.S.S. Liberty,
and was complicit in the death of 241 Marines in Lebanon? Why
shouldn't we thank Israel for allowing 300 American men and
women to die for Israel and oil in Desert Sturm und Dreck, to be
sacrificed for democracy in Kuwait?
I'm tired of being an outcast. I want to join the kosher chorus
singing the Star Tangled Banner in praise of Israel. I'm tired of
being an endangered species, one of the few who refuses to criti
cize Israel. Remember Washington and Jefferson and all those
other sockeye salmon, swimming against the stream to spawn?
Why should they have bothered to fight their way back, leaping
many obstacles, especially when white men like Nijinsky can't
jump? Look what has befallen, look what has hatched from all
their suicidal self-sacrifice.
I'm tired of opposing principle, in favor of money, power and
politics. I want to be like the rest of my fellow Americans
corrupt and contented. I want to be pure. I want to love Israel. I
also want to plunder and lie and be praised as a "light unto the
nations." I also want my country, President and Congress, to be a
ventriloquist for the cause of Zion ide.
I want to live in a country ruled by rabbis who condone rape
and hate democracy, rabbis who live to argue about "what
makes a Jew," not a country ruled by money and power and
country-club Republicans. I want to live in an independent Com
munist country like America, not a capitalist country like Israel
whose dime-sized paradigm is the kibbutz. Therefore, I hate
Cuba, China and North Korea, where capitalism flourishes, like it
does in Israel. Why are the rabbis always arguing about what
makes a Jew? The real question is, "Will Israel be there, 50 years
from now?" And isn't that enough to revive your Christian faith
in prayer? Desperate dilemmas demand desperate remedies.
So let's all celebrate Israel's 50th anniversary by dancing the
hava nagila in our safe and happy city streets.
STINGER

v.s.
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St. Martin's Press dropped publishing David Ir
ving's book about Goebbels when Jewish pressure
groups turned on the heat. When St. Martin's recently
announced it had made a deal to publish Jerry
Springer's book about what goes on behind the cam
eras of his low-browed show, there was no pressure
to drop the project-from Jewish organizations or
from anyone. Nothing exemplifies the abysmal state
of American TV more than the Jerry Springer Show,
with its staged, barnyard battles between divorcees,
adulterers, perverts and sexopaths. Springer will be
making more than $1 million from his new opus. Av
erage what Springer and Irving stand for and you
have today's Zeitgeist. It's not only what is printed,
but also what is not printed that determines the shape
and content of contemporary American culture.
Time Warner's purchase of CNN could hardly be
counted on to improve the quality of the network's
output. In a story about the Vietnam War, CNN came
brazenly out with the tale that the U.S. had deliber
ately used poison gas to punish G.l.s who had turned
tail and run off to the gooks. The story circulated al
most instantly around the world. For a few days peo
ple everywhere groaned and tore their hair at Ameri
ca's perfidy. Truth had to struggle to come out and
when it did it had difficulty making as much of an im
pact on the public's consciousness as the pack of lies.
One wonders about these CNNers who put on a
completely mendacious story that put their country in
the worst possible light, particularly at a time so
much media atter-tion was being focussed on Sad
dam Hussein's alleged stockpiles of poison gas.
One has to wonder about the "reporters" who
cooked up the story and the CNN executives who
gave it their imprimatur. One wonders about the
mindset of these people, the same people who are in
charge of decidi ng what is and what isn't news. How
can any TV boss with a shred of respect for his coun
try let a monumental lie like that be aired. To lie is
bad enough. It gets much worse when it is expanded
into orchestrated sabotage.
Speaking of CNN, its old consigliere, Ted Turner,
has converted to the liberal-minority religion with a
vengeance. When asked on Larry King Live to choose
his favorite role models, he bl ithely answered Rev.
Martin Luther King and Mahatma Gandhi. Wife Ha
noi Jane chimed in with her pick, Robert Redford. A
couple of decades ago it would have been Uncle Ho.
The Texas Board of Education is so fed up with
the entertainment horrors disgorged on a daily basis
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by the Disney Company that it dumped $45 million
worth of the firm's stock from its portfolio. What trig
gered this decision was Pulp Fiction, the brai ndead
film cranked out by Miramax, a Disney subsidiary.
It is the opinion of me, Satcom Sam, that Pulp Fic
tion, whose dialogue amounts largely to a staccato
drumbeat of "mfs," is the prime example of Holly
wood cultural vulturism. The ultimate blame for this
cinematic pigification must be ascribed to its creator,
Quentin Tarantino. (Taranto is a city in Italy and Ital
ian Jews have been known to take the name of their
native city.)
A chief problem with the obscene million-dollar
contracts that TV moguls make with their "stars" is
that when the stars stop twinkling they still rake in
huge amounts of money. Instead of being fired, they
still remain on the payroll and something has to be
found for them to do to justify the millions that wend
their way into their bloated pockets. A case in point
is Bryant Gumbel, whose ultra-generous contract
with CBS lasts for years, but whose first primetime
show, Public Eye, bombed so miserably it had to be
taken off the air after its first season. Couch potatoes
indicated by their inattention that they didn't want to
see anymore of Gumbel's black face. Unfortunately
they will continue to see more because CBS has to
keep Gumbel involved in some project or other in or
der to cut its losses.
PBS is going with the diversity flow. The so-called
non-commercial network, which is overloaded with
more and more commercials and promos, has an
nounced it will soft-pedal its British programs on
Masterpiece Theatre and go in for dramatizing Ameri
can novels. Once the great white hope of Sunday

night TV, Masterpiece Theatre has lately been churn
ing out reruns and second-rate programs worthy of
daytime soaps.
Comic Milton Berle, now 90, is the subject of a
scathing new book, Near You, by his 36-year-old
son, Bill, who avers papa spent most of his time skirt
chasing. Some of the old man's prey was shared with
the young Berle.
Irving (Sonny) Bloch, the onetime Jewish talking
head who, with some associates, fleeced his listeners
out of $21 million, died earlier this year in posh
Bloomfield Hills (MI). He only served 16 months for
his massive Mil ken-sized embezzlement.
From Zip 455. The half-hour discussion of current
cinema on the ultra-PC Charlie Rose Show panned
most current hits, but unanimously praised "actor"
Anne Heche, Ellen DeGeneres's squeeze.
From Ivan Hi/d. It is becoming apparent that the
white racialist cause has a huge potential ally in the
world of Christian activism. Concern is growi ng over
such matters as "cultural pollution" and the anti
Christian criticism that emanates from obviously Cho
senite quarters. Though white Christians tend to blur
the difference between (white) culture and (Christian)
morality, often believing that the latter begat the for
mer, more and more Christians are beginning to real
ize that rei igion is culture-based (and therefore ra
cial). The other day I heard a C-SPAN caller-in, a
middle-aged white man with a pronounced Southern
accent, bemoaning the criticism so often ladled out
against Christianity by persons obviously not of Chris
tian background. "[P]eople like these often as not
have the gall to quote the Bible such as, 'Judge not
lest ye be judged,' when they don't believe in any
thing that the Bible stands for!" said the caller, add
ing that non-Christians in positions of influence in the
media these days are "way beyond their numbers in
the population at large."
Going further, no doubt just as the C-SPAN
squelch button was about to be pushed, the caller
noted the moral or rather the immoral impact of so
much "anti-Christian ism" on cultural decay both on
TV and in the movies. Linking culture to race is an
easy process for us Instaurationists, but not so easy
for other members of our tribe. For the rank and file
of Americans, overwhelmed by the propaganda of
multiculturalism and racial mixing, the nexus is
tougher to make.
Oddly enough, educated Americans seem better

able to negotiate the leap. How many times have we
heard students of philosophy discourse on the 18th
century Scottish origins of man's individual responsi
bility which, after all, is the very basis for Christian
morality? The obverse vision-man-as-social-animal
-best fits that other kind of folk that thrives in the
canyons of Manhattan and on the L.A. freeways.
Not long ago those who depended on Hillary's
"village" to raise their kids used poison-tipped spears
to hunt game when the rest of us were developing
scientific farming, animal husbandry and biology.
Not surprisingly we must give virtually all of them
food stamps, public welfare and all the rest, while
Hillary advises us to get on track with them. Like it or
not, collectivism is the cultural provi nce of racial
groups outside the white world.
That supreme blabbermouthed "conservative"
Christian, William Bennett, who has appointed him
self lay guardian of Christian morals, looks at the
problem of cultural depravity spewing forth from our
TVs and movies and immediately reaches out to his
great and good political friend, Senator Joe lieber
man (J-CT). "Christian morality" becomes "Judeo
Christian morality." Jews become pillars of morality.
Bennett-Lieberman's contribution to this debate is an
annual "silver manhole cover" award to the most
egregious examples of cultural pollution. The award
this year goes to the Jerry Springer Show and the
House of Bronfman, whose Hollywood division owns
this entertainment absess.
Upon announcing the award, Bennett-Lieberman
leapt into their qualifying song-and-dance number,
stating, "It is regrettable that such an otherwise up
standing family, noted for endless charitable giving,
should make this lapse of judgment." The Bronfmansl
The gang to whom every American drunk relies on
for his nightly fix! The mob whose influence in the
halls of international affairs makes the power of the
Italian Mafia look Boy Scout-ish in comparison! The
crowd that keeps the engi ne of Zionism oiled with
the lubricant of high finance!
Ask the Palestinians about the Bronfmans! In his
desperate desire to say something nice about this
choosiest of Chosen families, Bennett appears like
the desperate, naive German National Socialists late
in W\tV11 who, in braving the Allied bombing of their
cities, hoped only that the destruction might presage
the coming of American troops to rescue the father
land from the invading Russians. To believe that a
Bronfman would pay attention to the cultural destruc
tion being done to America by its investments in Hol
lywood or TV is like thinking that Franklin Roosevelt
would fight to the death to preserve German society.
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Notes from the Sceptred Isle-John Nobull
In common with all educated English-speakers, I use "media"
as a plural (a Latin neuter plural, just as "criteria" is a Greek
neuter plural of "criterion"). When Marshall McLuhan wrote that
"the medium is the message," he was making a useful distinction
between singular and plural. The media are used, not to reflect
reality, but to propagate unreality (i.e., lies). To that extent, the
medium (whichever it may be) really is the message.
Those writing for publications on our side should recognise
that educated people are turned off by the least typo, let alone
grammatical solecisms. They rightly feel that if editors are care
less about the way in which their contributors express them
selves, those contributors may also be careless about their
facts. Isn't that true of the establishment press? At the very
least, every editor on our side should use a spell-check.
What is more, using "media" as a singular makes the
media seem more monolithic than they actually are and
adds to the spreading of gloom and despair. In America,
because of the much envied First Amendment, there are
some regularly published journals on our side. Instauration
is undoubtedly among the most educated, despite the fact
that it prints letters from the less well educated. Our editor
rightly feels that our people have been denied a voice for
too long. It is not their fault if they have learnt next to noth
ing at school. It is the fault of the teaching unions-as in
all other English-speaking countries, with the notable ex
ception of New Zealand.
Instauration, as I see it, is in the business of informing
and providing an outlet for the Majority, who have been
taught so little that is useful at school, while at the same
time presenting irrefragable arguments which will impress
the better educated. As Oswald Mosley used to say, one
should be radical in polit.~cs and conservative in culture.
It is not just Jews who are aiming at us in the main
stream media, but their liberal lickspittles as well. Indeed,
the latter are much better at hitting us where it hurts, be
cause they are not only our enemies, they are also members of
the Majority middle class. We have met the enemy, and he is
one of us. Our letters refuting the arguments of leading articles in
the establishment newspapers are simply not published, but we
can get back at the journalists whom we inevitably meet. The
trick is not to express one's views directly, to begin with anyway,
but rather to imply that, as journalists, the ladies and gentlemen
of the press are gutter rats until proved to be otherwise. This must
be done in the nicest way possible, with a big smile. We English
are past masters of the put-down, and are therefore not universal
ly loved.
To the journalist, one should say something like, "I see your
editorial policy has been somewhat modified of late regarding Is
raeli settlements on the West Bank./I This implies (a) that the sub
ject was deliberately underreported before and (b) that journalists
wouldn't dare write anything which conflicted with editorial pol
icy. It invariably elicits what is expected to be taken as an ex
pression of personal opinion. No man likes to feel like a yes
man, and even fewer women want to be regarded as yes
women. (A woman's whole existence is concerned with not be
ing predictable. This explains the apparent lack of logic which
drives vulnerable men to distraction. Women are not bothered
by male accusations of illogicality. They have gained their ob-
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ject, which is to make themselves interesting, and they can al
ways riposte with some devastating argumentum ad hominem).
When the ladies and gentlemen of the press have ceased ty
ing themselves into knots trying to prove that they are indepen
dent voices capable of disagreeing with editorial policy, they will
want to get at you t to see what makes you tick. Don't cooperate.
Just express the hope that the journalist will keep his or her job
(implying that those who disagree with the editor don't last long)
and pass on with a big smile to speak to someone more interest
ing. The journalist is left feeling frustrated and resentful, wonder
ing what had driven him onto the defensive.
In dealing with lady liberals, a nice line for the
younger man is to imply that he would have liked to be
come better acquainted but the lady's profession puts
him off. He then goes off to talk to an equally attractive
lady who does not spout the liberal line. The journalist is
left feeling that she smells (figuratively, of course).
The New Yorker, with its dreary liberaloid articles
and lousily drawn cartoons (especially the ones which
portray kooky little people with long noses) is a journal
which I now only see in a dentist's waiting room. But
one cartoon did catch my eye. A woman is saying some
thing like, "OK, so you're a journalist. But I'm sure you're
not one of those bottom feeders." That is precisely the
line which I have used on occasion. It puts journalists on
the defensive immediately. It's nice to know that there
are some pretty sophisticated underminers of liberalism
in the U.S.
In France, rightwingers are wittier than we are. When
a man who is not an open supporter of the Front Nation
al relays Le Pen's witticism about Le Tour Pourri (i.e., the
wholly corrupt) as opposed to Le Tout Paris (Le., the Par
is 400), it has an irresistible effect on liberals who haven't
heard it before. Being French, they can't resist a witti
cism, and it is soon repeated-with appropriate expres
sions of condemnation. A FN witticism about Chirac describes
him as "SPF" (sans politique fixe), based on the fact that home
less demonstrators are referred to in politically correct parlance
as "SOP' (sans domicile fixe). This puts Chirac's supporters on
the defensive, although it is not quite fair. Everyone knows that
Chirac has a definite fixed policy: to do exactly what the B/nai
B'rith tells him to do, whereas Le Pen has been willing to lend
tactical support to both the Socialist and the members of the
Gaullist RPF against Chirac. He knows that it was the Jewish or
ganisations which ordered Chirac to switch from proportional
representation to the constituency system, so that all FN deputies
were driven out of the national assembly.
The point of all this is that words have power. They are not
the only reality, as claimed at the beginning of Genesis, but they
do playa key role in defining what is accepted as reality, which
is why politically correct people imagine that by banning certain
words, they can ban the realities behind them. They are wrong.
Orwell and Solzhenitsyn have shown us that reality will always
make a comeback, that we can use words to undermine our op
ponents. It can't be done by using logic, because key parts of our
logic have been outlawed. At any rate, let us honour the few
journalists on our side whenever we meet them. All of us who
write for Instauration are journalists, after all.

Canada. A virtual news blackout keeps
one of Canada's longest-running human
rights tribunals out of the public eye.
Now in its second year, the tribunal is fo
cusing on Ernst Zundel, the perennial tar
get of minority censors, and his alleged
involvement with a web site in California.
That the site is not illegal under American
law is of minor importance. The tribunal's
purpose is to continue the Chosen-driven,
taxpayer-financed, anti-Zundel vendetta,
while also searching for a way to extend
Canadian censorship to the Internet. The
Human Rights Commission's most salient
decision has been to refuse Zundel per
mission to enter evidence contrary to the
Big H. Echoing previous courtroom and
human rights decisions, the commission
ruled that truth is no defense against
charges of "hate."
In order to publicize this obstreperous
ruling, Zundel scheduled a news confer
ence in the House of Commons press the
ater. An unusual motion in Parliament
brought a quick, unanimous vote barring
Zundel from the building. Undismayed
he held his meeting outside, garnering na
tionwide attention.
Rare in Canada's fractious Parliament,
the unc::.nimous vote brought together sev
eral warring political parties, including
separatists and federalists, socialists and
neocons. On reflection, Zundel shou Id
get an award for momentarily uniting the
political representatives of a diSintegrat
ing country. Canadian Jewish Congress
lobbying brought the parliamentary mo
tion in the first place and guaranteed its
results.

appeasable. They have been bloodied,
ostracized, fined, jailed and relentlessly
ridiculed. Still they come. They have been
cynically denied elementary justice. They
have seen their natural rights sneered at
by kangaroo courts that would cause
even Uncle Joe to grin in his grave.
Still they come. Still they pursue their
cause as did those ancient Christians.
They have been called dingbats, hate
mongers, neo-Nazis-and that most dread
ful of all appellations-anti-Semite. They
have been spat upon. Their families have
been destroyed. They have been bombed,
burned and viciously assaulted on the
courthouse steps. They have been tor
mented, slandered with impunity and fi
nancially ruined.
What they have never been is an
swered. They have never been allowed to
publicly state their case before a proper
panel of peers. Not once. What is being
concealed? This incredible omission, with
a host of other taboos, lies at the core of
crumbling Western societies. The sick
ness is not in the deniers. The sickness is
in the duped and ignorant masses driven
by half-hidden herders.
Now the absurdly named Human
Rights Commission declares, "Truth is no
defense." That's right. That is the sickness
of our times, of the dark age we are enter
ing. Our fair Lady of Justice in Canada is
nothing more than a politically correct
whore.
God help us all, especially "Holocaust
deniers." For they, above a" others, are to
be hounded as heretics in this Mother of
A" Witch-hunts.
And still they come.

A full year of badgering has paid off for
Canadian "Nazi-hunters," who have final
ly pried a list of WWII pensioners out of
the German government. German privacy
laws have recently been amended to al
low Jews access to information about
some one million recipients of war disa
bility pensions. About 1,800 of them live
in Canada, at least half of whom are wid
ows or other relatives of deceased ser
vicemen. Although the lists contain little
more than names, birthdates and current
addresses, Jewish groups claim the infor
mation will provide the first step in deter
mining responsibility for alleged war
crimes.

Britain. One of the minority billionaires
strutting around Britain these days is an
oily character who calls himself Prince
Moosa. Although his country, Bangla
desh, is among the poorest in the world
and poverty is the natural state of 99.9%
of its population, Moosa sports a ward
robe of 3,000 designer suits. The heels of
his shoes are encrusted with jewels. His
toothbrush-except for the bristles-is
gold. His gold pen is ornamented with
4,810 diamonds. How did Moosa man
age to collect his out-of-sight wealth? He
is an arms dealer, a profession that should
be, but probably never will be, abolished.

From a subscriber. "Holocaust de
niers," as early Christians, have been and
continue to be thrown to the lions. They
have been offered up to appease the un

Hitler's Mein Kamp~ the English trans
lation, sells at the rate of 3,000 a year in
Britain, according to Richard Cohen, a
publishing executive. It's a Random

House imprint and all royalties go to an
unnamed charity. Now that Random
House has been bought by Bertelsmann,
the giant German conglomerate, nervous
Germans may decide to trash the book. In
Germany, Hitler's opus is not for sale in
any bookstore.
The Jewish population of Britain is de
clining and is now below 300,000. It is
expected to fall to 200,000 in the next
quarter century.
Switzerland. After putting up a brief
show of resistance, the big Swiss banks fi
nally caved in and agreed to give Holo
caust survivors $1.2 billion. The Swiss
also obediently let an Israeli spy return to
the Zionist homeland. As a further act of
pandering, Swiss authorities jailed writer
Jurgen Graf and his pub I isher (for 15
months and one year, respectively) for
putting out literature that questioned the
Holocaust. Each was fined $5,500 and
$38,700 in sales was confiscated by the
state. The Jewish victory, however, was
not a clean sweep. Anti-Semitism in Swit
zerland has grown by leaps and bounds
in recent months. One supermarket dared
to boycott American products, an event
that brought shri II laments from Jewry.
Jew, it appears, are allowed to boycott
non-Jews, but not vice versa.
Kosovo. The people of Kosovo are 90%
Albanian and primarily Muslim. Since it
is a province of Serbia, Yugoslav Presi
dent Siobodan Milosevic, a Serb, is refus
ing to allow it to separate and become in
dependent or part of Albania.
The Albanian mi litants in Kosovo are
battling Serbian security forces in what is
becoming a nasty little conflict that has
taken a considerable toll of lives. As usual
in that tormented region of the world, the
civilians have paid heavily. The Serbs are
accused of "ethnic cleansing," a policy
that led to such heavy loss of life in Bosnia.
Speaking of Bosnia, the hatred between
Serbs, Croats and Muslims is so deep and
so entrenched it has become an integral
part of their culture. Because we cannot
force them to live together in peace and
harmony, the sooner we get out of the
area the better.
Russia. Although he was never arrested
for spying and is still considered by many
to be another "McCarthy-era martyr," a
portrait of J. Robert Oppenheimer now
hangs in Moscow's KGB Museum dedi
cated to celebrating the success of Soviet
atomic espionage. He deserves the "hon
or," The recently deceased KGB General
Pavel Sudoplatov listed "Oppy" as one of
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the chief developers of the Soviet bomb.
Though identified as "Star" in the Venona
radio intercepts, Oppenheimer is still con
sidered a man with clean hands in the
U.S. His American defenders insist that
Sudoplatov's recollections are confused.
Ongoing decryption of intercepted
messages (Venona Project) between their
Moscow controllers and Jewish spies
working on the Manhattan Project during
the 1940s and 50s has recently unearthed
yet another nuclear turncoat. Theodore
Albin (Ted) Hall, ne Holtzberg, a resident
of England for the past 30 years, joins the
long list of Stalinist spies active in that
era.
Middle East. Once again the U.S. has
shamed itself by voting with Israel against
granting full membership in the UN, but
no voting rights, to Palestinians. The vote
in the UN was 124 to 4 in favor. The U.S.
and "gallant little Israel" received the sup
port of the Marshall Islands and Micronesia.
Israel. Many Israelis consider Flatbush
born Baruch Goldstein, the massacrer of
29 Arabs in a mosque, a sort of semi
divinity. They have built him a shrine and
Jewish pilgrims from allover the world
have come to kiss the headstone on his
grave, which bears these words: "He gave
his life for the people of Israel, the Torah
and the law." The Israelis who should
have second thoughts about venerating
the bones of a mass murderer are getting
ready to disinter them and transplant
them to less holy ground. That the shrine
of Goldstein existed at all reveals a mind
set that separates Jews from any other
people in the world. One way of explain
ing this unique Jewish mindset is to attrib
ute it to a genetic curse, wh ich means it is
ineradicable.
In 1946 the Christian population of East
Jerusalem was nearly 50%. Today it is
less than 2.4%.
In the past 10 years Israelis have blown
up more than 1,800 Palestinian homes,
leaving some 10,000 without a roof over
their heads.
Iran. Roger Garaudy, who was fined
$20,000 by a French court for writing a
book critical of the Holocaust, was invit
ed to speak in Tehran under the sponsor
ship of the Iranian Foreign Minister. Ga
raudy, an ex-Communist who switched to
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Islam in the winter of his years, made
these points:
People in the West can condemn their
highest leaders, but they don't have the
right to utter one critical word about the Zi
onist regime . . . .1 can say with certainty,
America and Israel are one and the same.
The Majority of senior American officials
are Zionists and they use their influence to
promote Israeli interests.

South Africa. A sardonic joke is ci rcu
lating among South African Jews fearful
they may eventually be forced to quit
their luxury homes for shacks in black
slums. At least they will be saving money
on moving expenses, since most of their
possessions have already been filched by
blacks and transported to Negro town
ships.

ed to adopt this line. But when he pre
sented it to the Japanese-descended Presi
dent, Alberto Fujimori, he was rebuffed.
He then offered his resignation, which
was not accepted.
Sometimes the mills of the Jews grind
exceeding slow, but as we have all
learned to our grief, they keep grinding...
and grinding. . .and grinding. It will be
interesting to see how much longer Ms.
Berenson remains in durance vile. It's
possible she will be out before Gerhard
Lauck, the Kansas lad who was given four
years in a German jail for distributing
pro-Nazi pamphlets. Lauck, unfortunate
ly, does not have the racial background
that would attract the attention of Chan
cellor Kohl.

When it was thought the South African
rand could not fall any lower, the Mande
la government announced on July 7,
1998 that Tito, Mboweni, an African Na
tional Congres~ activist and former labor
minister, had b~n appointed to take over
the South African Reserve Bank from
Chris Stals, a white. Mboweni has abso
lutely no experience in banking but in
tends to understudy Stals for about a year
as a kind of on-the-job training. Shortly
after the announcement of Mboweni's as
cent to power, the rand dropped another
6% with no bottom in sight.

Australia. The newly established One
Nation Party, headed by populist Pauline
Hanson, has just won a quarter of the
votes in Queensland elections in the par
ty's ballot-box debut. While Asians al
ready represent nearly 5% of the Australi
an population, their numbers will rise to
8% by 2035, if current trends continue.
It was predicted that Hanson's One Na
tion Party would win one or two seats in
the Queensland Parliament. Instead she
wi II obta in about 10 as a resu It of wi n
ning 23% of the overall vote. As the num
bers piled up, the Australian powers-that
be went bonkers. Hanson, they yowled,
was a racist because she wants to protect
her own race and country from being
Asianized. After the election Australian
Jews pulled off a typically dirty trick.
They listed the names and addresses of
2,000 known to be Hanson supporters.
Mrs. Hanson, married and twice di
vorced with four children, is one tough
lady. She won't be overwhelmed and suf
focated by the Australian establishment,
as have earlier Australia Firsters. Most
Australians believe in cutting down on
immigration, though they keep voting for
politicians who are willing to increase it.
Someone better stand up for the whites
in that lonely continent or it will suffer
the fate of South Africa.

Peru. A convicted terrorist and member
of the white-hating Tupu Amaru revolu
tionaries, Lori Berenson has been held in
a high-altitude prison since 1996. Nor
mally the world would take little notice of
Ms. Berenson's predicament. Marxist
throwbacks in Peru and elsewhere are be
ing arrested daily. But Lori is something
special. She is a New York Chosenite. Ac
cordingly the liberal-minority grapevine
wants her freed or at least given a new
trial. Javier Valle Riesta, the new Prime
Minister of Peru, somehow was persuad

East Africa. Not too long ago the U.S.
was the favorite white nation of black Af
ricans and African and Middle East Mus
lims, mainly because it was not one of
the colonial powers. Today it is probably
the most hated white nation, as proved by
the recent bombings of U.S. embassies in
Nairobi and Dar es Salaam. It all began
with Uncle Sam's insane alliance with Zi
onist racism. It won't end until the U.S.
abandons its suicidal tie-up with the can
cerous, Jewish geopolitical beachhead on
Asia's western shore.

Amy Biehl was the white American
bleeding heart who was beaten to death
by South African blacks, the very people
she was trying to help. The four black
murderers were set free in July. When
Amy's parents heard the news, they ap
plauded. ,They had urged this leniency
from the \/ery beginning. Amy deserted
her race. Her parents deserted their par
enthood. '

